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ike Va ghn Fund Drive Under Way
By Marie Weintz

Mike Vaughn w~anFTU student
until he had t.o go $60,000 in debt to
stay alive.
Vaughn has been battling a rare
kidney disease since he was two
years old In August he underwent a
kidney transplant in which his
mother donated one of her kidneys
to him.
The Vaughn family owns a house
in Titusville but for the duration of
Mike's operation and recovery they
lived in a camper in Gainesville.
Mike's father is medically retired so
every necessity of life became an
added expense for the Vaughns.
Vaughn still must return to
Gainesville no less than once a week
for at least five months.
Vaughn is a member of Kappa
Sigma f:ratemity. His fraternity
brothers have been working on a
fund-raising campaign in this area
since June. In Titusville a large fund
drive, which included a "Mike
Vaughn Week," is drawing to a close.
However, the campaign in this area is
just getting into gear.
The brothers at Kappa Sigma
have sent letters to the fraternity's
alumni asking for donations to help
Mike. They have also set up a special

account and until now have been
concerned primarily with individual
donations.
In order for the Kappa Sigma
drive to generate maximum profits,
all costs of advertising and
production come out of the
fraternity's pocket rather than the
drive's profits.
According to John Voelpel, one
of Vaughn's fraternity brothers, the
Titusville campaign has raised some
$7 ,000 to $8,000 and the area
campaign is getting off the ground
with $500 raised so far.
Voelpel said the fund drive
started as a Kappa Sigma project and
has turned into a project for the
whole Greek system on campus.
"It's a unifying effort," Voelpel said,
"It's not like who's going to win a big
trophy. We're working for a
common goal"
A number of events are already
scheduled and there are more in the
planning stage.
There will be a bicycle marathon
near the end of October at Colonial
Plaza. A tandem bike, equipped with
an odometer, will be fastened to a
stand so it can be pedaled without
moving. The bike will be pedaled

continuously day and night until the the number of dollaJS raised in the the bike all around Orlando to the
number of miles on the meter equals campaign. Original plans were to ride campus but it was felt by organizers
that an immobile bike marathon
might draw more support because
more people could view it.
An area Putt Putt golf course has
donated its green fees for Mike.
Beginning Oct. 16 and running
Ionday thru Thursday for two
weeks, charitable duffers ·may play
3.00 worth of golf for only $2.00
with the full charge going to :Mike.
The little Sisters of Kappa Sigma
are giving a Tupperware party Oct.
12 at the Maitland Civic Center and
50 per cent of the money raised will
goto Mike.
Projects on the drawing board
include a bike rally (to be conducted
like a car rally), and a bicycle race
between the different fraternities.
Complete details concerning all
events will be announced soon.

KAPPA SIGMA Fraternity brother Mike Pfeiffer, right, sells first
ticket t.o benefit bicycle marathon t.o I. Edward Knight, direct.or of
records and adtn~ions. Marathon will help raise money for Mike
Vaughn, Kappa Sig brother, who has rare kidney disease. (Photo by
Henry Popkin)
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We Live in the Present
By the Past, but

individuals wishing to lighten
Mike's financial burden need not
wait for the upcoming events.
Contributions can be sent to P. 0.
Box 363, Titusville, Fla., where a
special account has been set up for
Mike Vaughn.

Decision By SOR
Troubles Millican

for the . ..

By Sharon Marek
VoLSNo. 3

FfU, Orlando, Flonda

Unlike many univer.sity
presidents who have been plagued
by liberal campus newspapers,
FTU's President Charles N. Millican
this week express~d his "concern"
over the possibility the Florida
Board of Regents might eventually
I adopt as its statewide policy the
recent decisions regarding the
University_ of Florida and Florida
State campus publications.
"I think the · BOR is seriously
trying to find the best solution
possible to this most perplexing
problem,"saidMillican, "but I would
simple majority, is required to hold like to see a flexible policy adopted
an official meeting. "There is and not one that would be the same
nothing I can do about the lack of for every university in the state."
attendance except to expel senators
with more than one unexcused
Referring to the BOR's decision
absence, and that is exactly what I this week to uphold U of F
have done," said Adamick.
President Stephen C. O'Connell's
The six expulsions bring the proposal for an 11 member
total number this quarter to seven, publications board, Millican
reducing the size of the Student commented, "I believe this decision
Senate by more than a third. was the best approach for the
Adamick said that the expulsions moment, but I hope in the months
now make it possible "for only six ahead a better, more lasting
senators to comprise a quorum. solution can be discovered."
This enables the Senate to pass a
Looking to the past he said that
large amount of necessary a year ago at this time the issue df
legislation," including a new bill new dormitory policies for the
concerning the funding of student state's universities was "every bit as
clubs and organizations.
perplexing," and probably far more
Adamick said budget requests volatile. "Time if allowed to elapse,
have been piling up on his desk for may provide a solution itself," said
the last two weeks, but as long as FTU's president.
the Senate fails to muster a quorum
FTU does not at this time need a
there is nothing he can do about it. pub1ications board, according to
The Student Senate has been Millican, "and I hope we will never
plagued with attendance problems need to change our present system."
in the past, and according to For this re~on he said he would
FuTUre files, l~t fall the Senate like to see a flexible BOR policy
managed to muster a quorum at adopted, "one that would allow
only one of its first three meetings. each university its own workable
The record low attendance for that system."
quarter was four.
The Regents' current decision
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6 Dropped From SG
Misses 'Unexcused'
Six SG seniors were expelled
from the Senate Monday after
attendance at last week's Senate
meeting reached a near record low
of six senators in attendance.
In a memo issued to SG Vice
President Lee Constantine, Senators
Martin Dennis, Karen Gay, Bill
K.ruskamp, Vickie Rhodes, Mary
Richardson and Skip Tann were
notified of their expulsion.

Automatic expulsion is required
for any Senator accumulating two
unexcused absences during one
quarter, said Constantine.
According to SG President Steve
Adamick last week's Senate
meeting which lasted five minutes,
was not "really even an official
meeting."
Citing the SG Constitution,
Adamick said that a quorum, a

Parking Tickets Issued to 800
There have been 800 parking
and registration tickets given to
students, faculty and staff since
school started.
John Smith, director of
university security, said there is
no parking problem as far ~.s
space is concerned and
encouraged all personnel t.o park
in proper areas and follow
regulations.
The charge for registration
violations is $2 if it is paid
within three working days of the
date of receipt. The fee then
incre~es to $3 for the next

three working days. If the ticket
remains unpaid for seven days,
ttie fee becomes $4.
The charge for parking
violations works the same way.
The original charge is $1,
increasing to $2 and then to $3.
Smith said all fees collected
for violations are given to the
Student Loan Fund.
To date, no tickets have been
given for moving violations.
Students are reminded that if
they receive tickets for moving
violations they must appear in
Municipal court.

included the order that O'Connell's
new board report to them by
November 15 with a plan to give
the Alligator full independence
much like the FSU Flambeau which
is now operating off campus. If the
plan is accepted the Alligator may
be on its own by January 1.
Although U of F editor Randy
Bellows has heralded the new
decision as the beginning of an e:ra
of censorship of the campus press,
and others have said it may be the
beginning of the end for campus
publications, Millican is not as
pessimistic.
"I think there is a possibility
that both papers will make it on
their own." said Millican.
".Although I have no facts or
figures, I understand there are
current 1Y sever al campus
publications around the country
that have gone independent and are
(Continued on Page 3)

BULLETIN BULLETIN
Bill Warden announced his
resignation from the post of
director of public information
Tuesday. In his letter of resignation
to FTU President Charles Millican
he stated, "My six years with the
university have been truly
educational in many ways and I
hope you feel my services have
benefited the institution and the
community it serves so well."
In a letter to Warden, President
Millican said, "In accepting your
resignation, I remember our time
together before the university
opened as weU as the years
immediately following, and I
appreciate your positive and
constmcti"e activities."

L-~~~~~~~~~~~~--
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Lake Eola La.nd111ark' Proiect
The decision to clean and
beautify Lake Eola was made
earlier this year by the Orlando
City
ouncil when increasing
pollution levels turned it into a
virtual cesspool. Studies to
d t rmin the most economical and
effi i nt way to restore the Jake
were
onducted by the Fl'U
Environm ntal Engineering
Ins itu
in coop mtion with
unty and tate pollution control

Robert N. Gennaro, biological
sciences; Dr. Marshall J. Mann,
biological sciences· Dr. Thomas L.
Chesnut biological sciences; and
Dr. George Hertel, chemistry.
Participating students are Jim
Boyter Dot Freeman Cliff Russell,
Jim Lee and Ted Penland. The
students are working under a grant
by the city of Orfando as monitors
and test samplers of the polluted
waten; during the draining stage.
According to Dr. Wanielista,
profe rs working on the he d of FTU's Environmental
project
Dr. furtin Wanielis~ Engineering Institute, the Lake
· · engineering· Dr. Waldron M. Eola undertaking is unique because
cLellon <:Nil engineering; Mr. it · the only such
e drainage

project to receive extensive
monit.oring and research analysis.
Wanielista says that the
participation of the five FTU
students in the cleaning of Lake
Eola is providing them with
excellent training in a landmark
project.
Tests taken measure the gaseous
contents of the lake, algae bloom
frequency and density, human
waste and nutrient and physical
concentration.
Wanielista says the emphasis has
been on both quality and quantity
of research data col1ected and
analyzed by students and

professors. Because of the special
studies made of the Jake, Dr.
Wanielista believes the students
have gained invaluable experience
and should have no trouble finding
jobs on the pollution control
agencies of other counties or states
with similar problem lakes.
Jim Boyter, one of the students,
h~ made the Lake Eola project the
subject of his master's thesis.
Boyter's job is measuring the
nutrient concentration in Eola that
encourages growth of aquatic life
which does not benefit a balanced
environment in the lake.
Wanielista says FrU became

involved in the cleaning up of Eola
for two reasons: (1) because of the
educational opportunity it provided
FTU students and professors, and
(2) because, as a member of the
Orlando community, it was the
university's responsibility to help in
whatever way it could.
The Lake Eola Project is not the
only way FTU bas demonstrated its
responsibility to state and
community.
On a different ecological front,
FI'U students, led by McLellon, are
spending time at Orlando's sanitary
Janditll working on new methods of
solid waste disposal

FuTUre
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Wait until he opens. his mouth, the.n blast him!

Graduation · Warning
\

A fair caution to all freshmen, sophomores, juniors and nonfourth
quarter seniors. If you thou~t it was rough getting into th is school, wait
until you try to get out!
A note to all fourth-quarter seniors. Did you know that if you haven't
been to the registrar's office by now you probably will not be able to
graduate in December?
IT SEEMS that the university hates to tum students into alumni and
tries to keep all information about graduation a secret, so none but the
privileged may have access. (The privileged and the troublemakers. The
university does not particularly want to hold onto such types.)
There is some dark trick - to graduating. Somewhere in the
neighborhood of half a dozen forms must be filled out and signed (by
everyone from the applicant's grandmother to Sid Caesar} and then
delivered, by last week, to somebody else. It's always somebody else and
always last week. That's one of the rules.
And oh, those forms. They are not going to match your catalogue. No
matter which catalogue you are going to use, they will not match. In fact,
they will not match each other. We were handed one set of forms which
listed only five colleges at FTU. Humanities and Social Sciences were still
one college. Isn't it reassuring to work with such up-t<Hfate materials?
THE REAL kick, however, comes when one tries to fit what courses
the catalogue lists as .. required .. into the courses the forms list as
"required." Again, one of the forms we were handed showed a course as
required, but neglected to mention that a course by that number has never
been offered at FTU.
It would seem to us that the registrar's office would be most interested
in coordinating their efforts with the advisors and various college
curriculum planners in order to facilitate the entire graduation process_
Instead, it seems the colleges and registrar's office are bound and
determined to confuse and irritate the graduating seniors. One would.
think, in fact, that the planners saved up several mites of red tape to
sling at the senior!f as one last personal affront.
1
On the other hand, perhaps the university, in its attempt to completely
prepare the students for the real world, feels that plunging students into
such catastrophic stages so near to completion would be most realistic.
WHY CAN'T there be one huge form. updated annually, rewritten as
frequently as the catalogue (with proper back copies held) which would
be filled out by the seniors and their advisors?
That form shou Id contain all the information the department, the
college, the university, the graduation committee, the registrar and the
applicant's grandmother would need to know. Copies of the form could
be sent to all concerned for due processing, which would cause as little
hassle as possible for all concerned.
That seems logical to us. Come to think of it, perhaps that is precisely
why it is not done.

\

...

exceedingly difficult to read and
Gabriel Told
impossible to draw any new or
relevant information out of that
'Living IS Carin9' 1~c~e. becaus.e of the forced,
art1f1c1al wording. Lastly, such a

Dear Gabriel:
Don't you see what you are
doing? You are playing the
prototype of all the faults that you
cond,emn in others every week. You
write of inequality, of those who
are unfair or unjust. You condemn
those who think only of themselves
and those who care not whom they
hurt so long as they achieve or
obtain their personal desires. I am
glad that someone speaks out
against these things, but the one
By Gabriel Yanni
who .speaks should not be making a
hypocrite of himself, nor a farce of
A group of devoted Republicans want to nominate President Nixon these high ideals by his own
for the Nobel Peace Prize_ According to an article they have the support actions.
of 28 heads of state and 1,000 professors.
You say you want to be a
I am neither a supporter of Nixon nor McGovern, but I wonder how politician. It seems you are well on
much of it is a political move and how much is solely based on the the road to being a very typical
accomplishment of Nixon toward peace.
politician, since you already speak
When Martin Luther King received the Nobel Peace Prize I felt he out of both sides of your mouth.
deserved it. His actions had brought peace and a better understanding
You_ are capable of doing so
of the beliefs he had supported an dedicated a lifetime for. What has much good; but to accomplish this,
Nixon done to deserve it, what are the facts backing up his nomination? one must love the people--not
Has he brought peace anywhere in America or outside where the US measure them as to how
still has a po1itical foothold?
.
advantageous they can be to the
He ordered the armed forces' invasion of Cambodja. He is the one attainment of his own selfish goals.
who said Israel has the right of retaliation among other such political Your charm, your smile will deceive
ventures in other countries.
many; and unless your true inner
He may have de-escalated the war in Vietnam during the last year, goals soon change, you will do
but to what precedent costs? He has flown to China and Russia under much damage. You will be a
the banner of peace. But was it really just peace or rather a political politician, I'm sure, but not the
and diplomatic move fed to disproportion by an avid media? How long kind our world needs today, and
could America have gone without recognizing Mainland China when its not the kind your country needs.
neighbor Canada and some of the European countries did so?
Let that smile come from
In the case of President Nixon, peace should not only be a state of within, from a love and concern for
harmony among the international community, a pact or agreement to others. Until you can be conscious
end or prevent hostilities, but also a domestic peace. A state of security of and suffer for another's pain,
and order, an end to hunger and poverty. A domestic tranquility and you will be neither a worthwhile
quietness that could be reflected on the international scene.
politician nor a socially beneficial
human being. Self-advancement is
~=========================~n~wh~l~~~oolL~mg~
caring. Or, is THAT a matter of
opinion?

A Matter Of Opinion

disgusting and sophomoric effort
was unworthy of even a junior high
school paper and should never have
been published. I quote the last
line, which appropriately sums up
the article - "I gotta go pick my
nose right now."
It appears somebody on your
paper has his intelligence up his
nose, too.
Yours truly,
Matt Fluke
D .o

Voters

··

Play
I
?

and get right down to the "nitty
gritty?"
Why is the person running for a
particular office? What are his
qualifications? How does his
political platform differ from his
opposition?
I am sure many people received
literature, just as I did, from the

r--_ _ _
Co_n_ti_·n_u_e_d_o_n_R_a~_e_l_l_)_ _ __,

Managing Editor .. James E. Couch
Editorial Assistant. ..... Mary Anna
Jackson
Office Manager ........ Ron Page
Advertising Staff ...Steve Belding,
Vivian Hamilton, Olive f:'!orning.

'Photographers ... Ed Burton, Randy
Harrison, Jay Klaasen, Henry
Popkin, Craig Powell, Robert
Reidenbach, Chuck Seithel,
Frank Sledge, Ike Spinos,
Dear Editor,
Michael Tetritk.
Sept 12 was a first for me. It
was my first opportunity to vote in Reporters ... Jon Blackwelder, Fred
a local election. The turnout where
Cay, Mike Crites, David Foster,
Randy Harrison, Will Hidderi,
I live was sparse .. .as if no one
0 I ive Horning, Weber Ivy,
cared to voice his opinion at the
Claudia Landfried, Michael
polls. This irritated me somewhat,
Lochridge, Michelle McBurney,
but not as so much as a certain
Roseane Murariu, James
alternative. What was that certam
Reynolds, Peter Reynolds,
Michael Tetrick, Mark Weintz,
alternative? Simply this:
Dawne Widener, Gabriel Yanni,
People seemed to come out of a
Mark Zimmerman.
sense of obligation to the polls.
Photographers
... _.. Rick Batten,
That's it. They didn't have the
Jerry Brooks, Ed Burton, Matt
slightest idea what they were doing.
Fluke, George Goshorn, Randy
By this I mean they didn't have any
Harrison, Jay Klaasen, Henry
Popkin, Craig Powell, Robert
political reason for voting for
Reidenbach, Chuck Seithel,
anyone in particular. It seemed like
Frank Sledge, Ike Spinas, Mike
a game with them. One person said
Tetrick, Peter Wilcox.
to me, "I sure hope I pick some
winners this time. I lost money on Circulation . _. _.. _ Henry Popkin,
Jack Rabon, Rick Rabon.
the last election." What about
qualifications?
The "FuTUre" is the weekly
I don't blame the· public for
being so disoriented. It appears to newspaper of Florida Technological
me politicians want the public to University at Orlando, Florida. The
relate to names only. As a result, FuTUre is published by President
highways are littered with signs Charles N. Millican and written and
''D---"
showing names. Oh, there are even edited by and for members of the
nhappyhappy faces and jingles to help you university community.
Reader
The editorial opinions expressed
remember - the name.
Couldn,t politicians dispense are those of the staff and not
C. M e n s e y with all this pseudo information necessarily those of the
administration.
The FuTUre reserves the right to
This public document is
Dear Editor,
promulgated at an annual gross cost refuse to print any letters which are
The FuTUre must be very of approximately $26,726 to submitted. All letters must bear the
hard up to print such a childish inform members of the university fu II name and address of the person
mess as uBOR Actions Prove community of related news, or persons submitting them. Names
Bee-Wildering" (Sept. 22 1972). I announcemen~ and activities. Less will be withheld upon request.
was stunned by Clem Iensey's an approximate annual revenue of Address all letters to: Editor,
crude attempt at satire. First, S9 ,065, this document is circulated FuTUre, P.O. Box 25,000, Orlando,
~ 1ensey s biased comments didn't for an annual net cost to the state Florida 32816_
belong on the front page at all. but of approximately $17 ,660, or 8.5
Phone_ 275-2606.
on the second page with the rest of cents per copy_
En ered as third class matter at
the editorial matter. econ<L it was ~------------- the Post Office at Orlando, F orida.
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•

Rou e t t e
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JOHN S. GHOLDSTON - Editor-In-Chief

Beth Weilenman
News Editor

Carol Whitten
Copy Editor

Sharon Marek
Layout Editor

Shelby Strother

Harry Smith

Larry cCorkle
Sports Editor

Advertising Manager

Feature Editor
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'The grass is always greener at the country club with restricted membership"

A. E. Neuman

....

6,J972

Furore

$7 ,096 Gran ed
For We are Plan
FrU has received a $70,096
grant renewal in support of its
undergraduate program in social
welfare. The grant is being used to
develop a program consisting of
eight subjects applicable to stude;its
majoring in social welfare.
This is the third t ime FTU has
received t hese fu nds. Starting with
the initial grant in December 1969,
the total funds received to date is
$174,898. When combined with
matching fu nds from FTU, the
total for the program is $233,197.
The social welfare program is
being directed by Dr. William D.
Allen, sociology professor, and is
one of three programs which
students can select to better
understand man in society, the
otheis being general sociology and
anthropology.
Dr. Charles M. Unkovic,
sociology chairman, noted with
pleasure that the grant renewal has

Seniors Get
Photo Dates
For Pegasus
Club~ organizations and seniors
·graduating in fall, winter or spring
must make appointments for
Pegasus pictures, yearbook editor
Maryke Loth said Tuesday.
Graduating seniors will be
photographed between 9 a..m. and 3
p.m. Monday to Friday, Oct. 23-27,
in the Pegasus offices. Seniors may
also be photographed at Jordan
Marsh before December 31.
Appointments for clubs' and
organizations' photographs must be
made by Friday, Oct. 20, for
photographs taken between Oct. 23
and Nov. 3. Greek photographs will
be taken Jan. 8 to 19, but
appointments must be made by
Dec. 4. Appointments may be made
with Maryke Loth in Village Center
room 211.
"Appointments must be made
by these deadlines, or else the
photographs won't get in," Miss
Loth said. She added that this year
all pages will be free to the
organizations.
The yearbook itself will be free
to all faculty, staff and students,
according to Miss Loth. Of the
same quality as this year's
yearbook, the 1973 edition will
have 232 pages and full color. The
difference will be in the cover,
described by Miss Loth as quality
softbound. The cover will be similar
to the Univeisity of Florida's
annual, but will be a single book
rather then two volumes.
Books will be reserved on a
fust-come-first-serve basis using a
computer print-out and FTU
identification cards. Books will be
distributed in June and may be
picked up at no charge in the
Pegagus office or will be mailed for
a $1 charge.
Miss Loth said there are still
open positions on the Pegasus staff,
and that students are encouraged to
speak to her about joining the
Pegasus.

FuTUre's Friday Girl

"greatly broadened educational
opportunities for undergraduate
students in Central .F1orida."
Students in the program spend
time working with professional
personnel in local agen cie~ where
they become knowledgeable about
human needs and the roles of
public and voluntary agencies in
m eeting these needs. Students
conclude the program with
independent research in their
particular interests and write a
short thesis.

RETRO

Funded

Florida Technological University,
along with .F1orida Institute of
Technology and Brevard
Community College, has been
chosen by the U.S. Department of
Labor and the Department of
llll!l"'. . .- " " ' - Health, Education, and Welfare to
take part for the second year in a
program to retrain aerospace
workers who have lost their jobs
BLONDE, BLUE-EYED Roseanne Murariu makes a beautiful embellishment for the stark lines of Fl'U
due to cutbacks in government architecture. Roseanne is a freshman English major from Rockledge. She Jives on campus. Some of her
spending in the space program.
favorite activities are horseback riding, playing guitar and writing. (Photo by Frank Sledge)
The Manpower and Development - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Training Act project, called
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first
Dr. David L. Block, department

of
engineering.
last All
year's
program
as verydescribed
succes.sful"
of
the 19 members were able to find
employment in the field in which
they had been restrained. Membeis
of this group are now employed by
such organiz~tions as the O:ra-?ge
County Envu?nmental Protection
Agency, the ?ity of Tampa and ~e
State _Envrromental Protection
Agen~y m Tallahasee.
.
This year thr~e programs will be
offered, one _dunng th~ fall quarter
and. two dunng the wmter qu~er.
Dunng the fall qu~er there will ~e
ten students wor~mg to~ard their
Masters degree m envm~mental
sy_stems management. Dunng the
w~ter quarter two short cours.es
w1~l be o~fered, o_ne m
en~onmental 1~tru~entation and
one m safety engmeenng.
The Florida State Employment
.
.
Service will refer, test and counsel
applicants for training, administer
d
. · all
payment o f tra mmg owances an
provide job placement and
assistance to trainees upon
.
completion of the course.

Millican

'"--(_c_o_n_ti-nu_e_d~fr~o~m~P-a_ge_I_>_ __,
now very successful."
According to Millican-, Flambeau
editor Kim Rogers presented a
report to the Regents on his
newspaper's progress as
independent publication that was
"neither positive nor negative, but
hopeful"
Millican lauded FTU's current
system of having a university
appointed director of publications
act as managing editor of the
FuTUre as being a program that
"has worked well for everyone
concerned, and I hope it continues
to do so."

One of the latest in the
never-ending list of fads for FTU
and other college students is to
"split for Europe and get away for
awhile." But with air rates and
European living costs constantly
climbing, the fad may soon be
limited to the nouveau riche and
those with generous sugar daddies.
However, for those interested in
seeing Europe and still cluttering up
the 1ab 0 r market, many
opportunities are available for the
asking. Now any student can
independently earn his or her trip
to Euro e. A few weeks' work on a
~
.
JO b pay1:°g room and board plus a
wage will more than pay for the
th f
d.
t b ·
nfe: dyobu h ardel dIS~oli~n s emg
o iere y sc e u e au nes.
St
th · b
f
t
ay on ,e JO a ew ex ra
weeks and you ve earned the br~ad
to travel around before retummg
back to the capitalist homelands of
Uncle Sam.
Thousands of paying jobs are
available in Switzerland, France,
Germany, Italy and Spain. No
previous working experience or
knowledge of a foreign language is
required for most of the jobs.
Student Overseas Services (SOS)
provides job orientation to make
certain every student gets off to a
good start. Jobs immediately
available include resort, hotel,
restaurant, hospital, farm and sales
work. Jobs almost always include
free room and board in addition to
a standard wage.
In France, factory jobs are
available during the summer. Good
wages, relatively short hours and

shift work allows time off to visit
Paris, Amsterdam and other nearby
cities. Grape picking work is also
available during the late summer
months in the wine regions. Free
room and board and wages, in
addition to free wine, are provided.
The job openings are not the most
conventional and should interest
adventure-loving workers.
Germany also has factory work
in addition to forestry, farm, resort,
hotel, hospital and restaurant
opportunities.
Jobs, work permits, visas and
other needed working papers are
issued to students on a first come,
first serve basis. Applications
should be submitted several weeks
in advance to allow SOS ample time
to obtain the necessary papers and
permits. Do not try to go to Europe
without them. Like the United

States, Europe requires that you
have a job and work permit before
entering the country.
So anyone who has already
discovered America and wants some
more exposure before making a
decision and who still has an ebbing
desire to break the nine to five
white collar habit (even if for a
short summer) should write for
application forms, job list and
description and the SOS Handbook.
Send your name and address and
name of educational institution and
$1 (for addressing, handling and
postage) to EURONEWS,
SOS-Student Overseas Services, 22
Ave.
de la
Liberte,
Lux emhourg-Europe; or to
EURONEWS, Box 5173, Santa
Barbara, Calif. 93108.

WFTU Will, Air 'Subiect: News'
WFTU-TV will be changing its
format this quarter, according to
station news director David
Waterman. Instead of the weekly
newscasts, the station will
substitute "Subject: News," an
in-depth documentary program,
which will range in broadcast time
from 5 to 20 minutes.
Station personnel plan to use the
remainder of the time formerly
dev-0ted to newscasts for special
programs such as fashion and other
feature-type shows.
Among the topics to appear on

a

"Subject: News" will be _tour of
the new Village Center addition and
a study of university parking.
Waterman said that WFTU-TV
will not begin broadcasting
probably until the second or third
week of classes, and that the
broadcast day may be changed
from Tuesday, possibly to
Wednesdays.
The new format will give viewers
"more variety on the screen,"
Waterman added, since programs
will be broadcast from all over
campus, and not confined to the
television station as in the past.

Prince Plans Second Relief Drive
By William Lee Hidden

First came war, a great loss of
agri ulture and industry, then a
c y c l o n e a n d a t ida1
wav --Ba nglad esh was left a
ravished country of 75 million
starving people. Now th e monsoon
n has started and the problem
of g tting tons of food to the
inland vill g
· but another
hardship th country must meet in
order to urvive.
Lu
iI
the people of
Ban ladesh h :ve had many people
· e a great deal of time and money

for them. George Harrison and his
Concert for Bangladesh brought
millions of dollais for food and
clothing for the people. Still, it is
going to take t.ime and money to
get it on its fee t. Right now they
must plant rice by hand; with time,
and mote help, they can rebuild
their country once again.
Dedicated people like Prince
Shah Bahar of Orlando, .F1orida
field representative for 'Bangladesh
Relief Fund Inc., is continuing
where the charity concert left off.

His efforts throughout the state at
the various colleges, plus marches
and private donations, have helped
the state total for 1972 reach
approximately $15,000.
Bangladesh is a very personal
cause to Prince Bahar, owner of
Bahar and Sons Imports. "I have
lost 18 blood relatives, shot during
the war. They were ministers and
heads of various organizations,"
Bahar said. Before the West
Pakistan anny withdrew they shot
all the Bangladesh leaders.

Prince Bahar is trying to start a
second drive for the fall at some of
the state universities. Among them
is a planned drive at FTU. The first
one, last spring, netted only $195
in three days. Babar believes bad
timing was the reason for the poor
showing at FTU. "The drive was
during the spring finals and a Jot of
students were just too busy at the
'time."
This time he is back, hoping for
help from Student Government and
other organizations on campus in

setting up tables. This time he has
ev e n come equipped with a
40-minute film on th e destruction
of Bangladesh. He is also planning
campaigns in Gainesville, Lakeland,
Orlando, Cocoa-Melbourne, Tampa
and St. Petersburg.
Si x ty dollars is considered
enough to feed a family of five for
six months. .Bangladesh has a
chance to make it, thanks to people
like Prince Shah Bahar and those
who are contributing to the
Bangladesh Relier Fund
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'Charlie Brown'
Parts Are Cast
Charlie Brown and his dog
Snoopy came to Fl'U from the same
high school. Naples, on the
southwest coast of Florida, has
contributed two stars to FTU's
V iJlage Center production of
"You're a Good Man, Charlie
Brown."
'The two characters, from the
f.amous Charles Schultz cartoon strip
"Peanuts'', will perform in the play
on October 28, 29 and 30, and
November 3 and 4. This is not to
imply that Michael Johnston is a
dog, but he does resemble Snoopy,
and Steve Wightman is definitely
Charlie Brown.
Direct.or Ken Lawson did a
superb job in type-casting the play.
Luann Lynn fits perfectly into the
role of Lucy Van Pelt. Her brother
Linus is portrayed by Charlie
O'Neill. Lawson calls Kathy Kellman
"a perfect Patty." Michael Beason
will play the "Ludwig van fanatic"
Schroeder.
Jerry Benton accompanies the
players on piano. Other instruments
that wiJl appear on stage are bass,
flute, and percussion. Robert Ryan
is assigned to lighting, and Tom
Beard is in charge of technical
aspects. The assistant director is
Margaret Gill ·
Dr. Lawson is very pleased with
the cast. He indicated that the set
used in the VC production will be
identical to the one used on
Broadway.
Steve Wightman worked as an
understudy during the summer at a
dinner theatre in Naples and has
performed in choruses since
elementary schooJ. Wightman is a
freshman theatre and elementary
education major.
He attended all three
performances of "Charlie Brown"
during his senior year at Naples. He
commented that it was not an easy
task to win the part in audition.
Wightman had visited the campus
before deciding to attend FTU. "I
liked the campus and the people I
talked to."
Mike Johnston belonged to the
International Thespian Club (drama)
at Naples High School and starred as
Snoopy. He performed in "The
Teahouse of the August Moon,"
"The Emperor's New Clothes," and
"Children's Theatre," while at
Naples.
Johnston, a freshman
communications major, is interested
in auditioning for plays at FTU.
Johnston said acting in plays helps
him become more out.going and aids
his speech. He would like to go into
television camera work. "After

overcoming stage fright, I looked
forward to the next play," Snoopy
said of his career.
"Practice can be a pain in the
neck unl~ you have fun," Johnston
commented The ''Charlie Brown"
cast has been working hard and
having fun at it since September 25.
They will continue practicing
Monday through Friday for three
hours a night until the day of the
production.
"My dog bone is flying up
Thursday," Snoopy said earlier this
week. His parents are visiting
Johnston, having brought with them
a valuable accessory. He wilJ have a
dog house with a platfonn for
walking on stage.
Johnston will concentrate on the
"suppertime" sequence. "That's my
favorite part. I want to make it
better." Luann Lynn (Lucy) is

FTU Artists Display
Work In Library
By Weber Ivy

As of Tuesday, the work of
Stephen Jepson had not yet appeared
in the three-artist exhibit of prints,
photographs and pottery in the FTU
library lobby. In the absence of the
pottery, the viewer must
temporarily content himself with
the intriguing prints of Jagdish
Chavda and the enigmatic photos of
Charles Wellman. All three artists are
members of the FTU art faculty.
Chavda's prints are delightfully
intricate. The arrangement of
pictures within pictures (found in
the face of the boy smiling through a
clear handprint suspended in a
fingerprint, for example) sometimes
suggests Chinese boxes. "Nefertiti of
Ikhnaton" features a naturalistic
female nude posing in what
apparently is a stylized bust of that
Egyptian queen.
Charles Wellman contributes
photos in sequence and pairs. The
two sequences seem to deal with sex
and marriage. In one particularly
interesting sequence, one sees a man
taking off his clothes while his wife,
who is either bored or asleep, waits
in bed. The .expected lovemaking
never happens. The man first turns
bis back to his motionle$ wife, then
turns over and scratches his head in
wonder as he sees her imp~sive face
poised on the pillow, with the rest of
her gone. You figure it out.
You will have plenty of time to
figure it out, too, because the exhibit
will be up until October 27. Go to it,
art buffs.

helping
dancing.
Wightman consideis the "kite"
scene in the first act as probably his
most difficult. The ca5t will devote
much time to group sequences like
the "book report" and "glee club."
Johnston added, "We have plenty of
time to work it out.,,

CANDIDACY DEADLINE
Today is the la5t day to declare
candidacy for the fall Student
Government elections.
Active campaigning will begin
Oct. 9, and the elections will be held
Oct.19-20.

RICK BELCHER, fonner FI'U student, returns to campus as
production manager for theatre department. (Photo by Ed Burton)

'Butterflies': A Goldie Hit
By Fran Elliott

Butterflies are free and Goldie
Hawn is perhaps the freest flittering
butterfly you'll see until next spring.
As Jill in the movie, "Butterflies Axe
Free," Goldie is delightfully
delicious, flying about dressed in
nearly nothing most of the time.
Taken from the play by Leonard
Gershe, the spirit and warmth of the
story shine through in the
screenplay. Now playing at the Park
West, the show features fine acting
by Edward Albert, Eileen Heckart
and Mike Glases, and is written in
one funny line after another.
Jilrs "neighbor" Don is blind, but
Jill doesn't realize it until he keeps
flicking his cigarette ashes where he
thou.aht the ashtray was. Stunned

but fascinated with· the situation, she
keeps goofing up with the use of
such lines as, ••vou can almost see
through our thin walls" (He replies,
''No, not really."); or "You'll see"
(She reprimands herself, "Oh,
dam.") She even accuses his starry
look as being "Peeping Tommish,"
and ask if he's "really blind, not just
nearsighted?"
However, Don's mother (whose
favorite line is, "I could absolutely
cry ") comes for an unexpected visit
and the t.ables tum from light fun to
serious confusion and a need for
concern about Don's new-found way
of life.
Jill convinces herself. in Don's

best interest, to leave with her new
friend, Ralph. Then, during a
confrontation with Don, he tells her
that he could love her, if she'd let
him, and he begs her neither to leave
him nor stay with him just because
he's blind.
As true as tne statement, "There
are none so blind as those who
cannot see," is the statement that
there is none so cold who will not be
warmed by this touching, moving,
"lump in the throat" story of an
adorable hippie and her encounter
with a "charismatic" blind guy. The
two fill each other's needs and that's
what counts.

FTU Auto Parts
Introduces

The

Rent-A-Bay-Way
Open Every Day

5am
U-00-IT

3pm

or WE-DO-IT

14 Bays - Lifts - Full Modern Equipment
For All Your Repairs
Ma1or Brands Of Parts & Lubricants At

DISCO

The success of Walt Disney World is a team effort and your
great support this past summer made it all worthwhile. Keep
us in mind for future employment during those "time out"
periods ... holidays and vacations. Your placement director
has all the details. Have a good year, but most of all ... thanks I

S PR ES

GOODYEAR TIRE DIST.
TE NECO GASOLI E
11815 E. Colonial Dr. 277-7 420

CO

TIMEOUT. ••

·---

OF LAF YA 5

Watt lijisney Wo d
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Europe Changes 'Radically'
By Mary Anna Jackson

How much can one place change
in 20 yest!? It can change to the
point of being alm06t an entirely
different won~ according to Dr.
David Mays of the theatre
department, who returned to
Europe this summer after a visit
exactly one score of years ago.
Mays said the changes in the nine
countries he visited this summer
were so radical that he felt it was
almost unfair to make a comparison.
He added that his outlook 20 years
ago, as a teen-ager, was vastly
different from his present view.
One startling difference Mays said
he found this year was the enormous
number of t.ourists in Europe. He
said he was overwhelmed by the
huge crowds in all the traditional
tourist spots-tourists from Asia and
other European countries as well as
the United States.
As an example, he mentioned
that he and his wife bad to stand two
and one-half hours in line to visit the
Sistine Chapel Once inside, Mays
said, it wa<> so crowded he could

b.atdly move-be estimated there
were about 7,000 persons in the
small chapel, and "the noise was
deafening."
Mays and hb wife took an
American Expresc; tour of Europe,
and he said that fortunately the
gro up they traveled with was so
polite and easy to get along with that
.
.•
th e triP was not unbearable.
In speaking about other tourists,
Mays remarked that some of the
national groups he saw surprisingly
tended t o fit preconceived
stereotypes.
For example, Mays said he had
heard a joke that Japanese tourists
can be distinguished because they
always take photographs of each
other. "It's no joke," he said. "I
watched several groups as they took
pictures of each other, and the
process was almost ritualistic; it was
hysterically funny."
The French, Mays said, travel
alone, while the Germans fit
the caricature of typical American
tourists in the 1950s and 1960s,

"complete with Bermuda sbortS.
In con~t Im _retum to the ~.8. hioney _as they think they will need.
hats and cameras slung around theil on the Queen Elizabeth
which
Mays said his trip this summer
necks." Mays said the Germans ~magnifik
f?ur daty! anN dt fivnJyerughts,thwas .made him_ realize m~ than ever his
0 0
tourists he saw traveled in groups,
cen •
_was ere Americamsm. In spite or the great
and bad "the curious habit" of ~ore.[°~m, but ~ys sa.td ~e ~ similarities between European and
reading guidebooks t.o e h 0 th
wai e . on
an 8 mos .American socieities, Mays said there

!1•

ac
er.
The Americans Mays said were
"quiet
'
lained'
' mousy, comp
very
little, and on the whole acted as if
th
.
.
ey were JUst grateful to be lD
Europe "
Anoiher difference Mays noted
was the great reduction in hustling.
1n 1952, Mays said he remembers
there were many hidden charges and
tricks to gain money.
He cited one instance of having to
pay a policeman for "geographic
consultation" -receiving directions.
Another trick in the '50s was for
hotel clerks to offer to mail
postcards, then pocket the money
for the stamps and throw the cards
away.
While in Europe, Mays also found
time to pursue his interest in the
theatre by attending performances
of "Cyrano de Bergerac," "Aida"

~----------------------~
· ~· and"~•~neyO~ra~
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422-4521
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Mays also found four excellent
dinners; the rest, he said,were typical
t.ourist fare. Switzerland, Barcelona,
Madrid and Paris gave him his most
memorable meals: raclette, paella,
steak and entricot de boeuf,
espectively.
When asked if he would like to
tum to Europe soon, Mays replied,
'I won't go back unless I can sail
oth ways in winter." He added that
he flight over, although mercifully
hort, was like experiencing "140
rsons. crammed into a sewe! pipt;t

°

embarras.gng extent "
.
.. ·
Besides advtsmg that peJSOns who
travel to Eu.rope go by ship and not
.
...:- Ma
dded th
lD summer wu.1e,
ys a
at
travelers should take twice as much

.
· ·
~
·
'were still differences that made him
just as "puppy-dog anxious" to
·
,return home thas summer as 20
years ago
·

The FTU Philarmonic, now
entering its fourth season, has begun
rehearsals under the direction of
Arpad Szormoru. The f1JSt of three
concerts will be performed in the
new Village Center ~mbly Room
on December 3.
The program will include the
Brahms Academic Overture,
Intermezzo of Kodaly, and Triple
Conce~by Beethoven for violin,
cello and iano.
The
oists will be Mrs. Sabina

Gary Wolf on piano.
Dr. Gale Sperry, who was
appointed as chairman of the music
department in late spring, said,
"The 55-member orchesba will
present its series of free concerts in
December, March and June. Any
change in that schedule will be
announced well in advance."

FT U ph ;/h arm on; c Se ts
Rehearsals For Season

Musicians do not have to be an
FTU student to be in the orchesba.
FTU faculty,staffandstudents,plus

~ca~~~ceWh~&andArp~aoom~~m~~ns~~

Szormoru. 1 The orchestra will be
conducted by student conductor
David Boe~ner.
The soloISt for the second concert
will be Jerry Benton, student pianist,
and the third concert will feature Dr.

"MR.

Central Florida community,
present 1y constitute the
Phi lharmonic's membership.
Rehearsals are conducted every
Tuesday from 7: 30 to 10 p.m. in the
Village Center Assembly Room.

COL.OR

TV"

_ • TV • STEREO • RADIOS • TAPE RECORDERS ='"'
- • RECORDS • TAPES • SERVICE • RENTALS

.*

WITHDRAWAL
Last day to withdraw from FTU
·thout penalty is Friday, Oct. 13,
nd last day to withdraw from
either a course or the university is
November 16.
Students wishing to withdraw
from the university or drop courses
must see the registrar for proper
applications.

1033 N. MILLS

*

11

*WINTER PARK MALL

Melody Corner'

1

/?~/•

'..:::>~

-----llPlS--and--lffCiJlfDS_____ _
AT DISCOUNT PRICES
Central Florida;s Largest Compact

SELECTION
SONY--PANASONIC-ELECTROPHONIC
RCA - SYLVANIA -- SOYNA
CRAIG - MASTERWORKS
I

ENTERTAINMENT
I SUBSIDY PROGRAM

I

SELMUR PICTURES in collaboration with ROBERTSON ASSOCIATES presents

ACADEMY AWARD WINNER
CLIFF ROBERTSON
AS
FLORIDA STATE

CO-STARRING

CLAIRE BLOOM

"Ro emary's Baby" will be sho in2 next week' Oct. 11' 13. and 14lH.

I

IETS AVAUIU

WOMETCO

SC OFFICE

V C Room 205
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Evaluation Progress Tops
Faci.Jlty Senate's Agenda
A report from Dr. Leland H.
Jackson, assistant vice president for
academic affairs, on the current
status of facuJty eva1uation
procedures will bead the agenda of
Tuesday's Faculty Senate meeting.
The senate will also hear a report
from the instructiona1 committee
covering the inavailability of
audio-visual material for classroom
use.

The 11 a.m. meeting will be held internal university activities and
in CB 115. Faculty Senate meetings instructional.

are open, according to senate

"The Faculty Senate is a
recommending body only," Taylor
explained. "It recommends directly
to Vice President for Academic
Affairs C. B. Gambrell in all phases
of concern. Then he takes what
action be deems necessary.,,
Fifty senators are elected from
the six colleges for 2-year terms.

chairman K. Philip Taylor.
"Most of the senate's work is
done in committees," Taylor said.
"These committees investigate in
depth a topic for discussion."
The standing committees are
curriculum, personal, student
affairs, admission and standards,

Activi Calendar
TODAY, OCT. 6

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA:

CHESS CLUB:

Meeting, 6:30 p.m., VCAR.

SOCCER:

6: 30 p.m., VC Card and Games Roo

YOGA CLUB:

TAU KAPPA EPSILON:

STUDENTS PONDER a dirty note engraved by some daring individual

Junior V a.rsity, FTU at Rollins College
Meeting, 7 p.m., GCB 119.
in the Administration Building's reflective pond. The note's writer must
Meeting, 7 p.m., LR 211.
3:30 p.m.
1 - - - - . . . . . - - - - - - - - - t - - - - - - - - - - - - - t b a v e been an ecology enthusiast trying t.o tell someone its time to clean

TUESDAY, OCT. 10

"CHARLY":

THURSDAY: OCT. 12

PEGASUS PILOTS:

Movie, 3:30 p.m., Village Center Asse
bly Room.

YOUNG DEMOCRATS:

Meeting, 11 a.m., ENGR_41 S.

SAT.URDAY, OCT. 7

Meeting, 11 a.m., LR 210.

LATTER-DAY SAINTS:

YOUNG REPUBLICANS:

Meeting, 11 a.m., LR 211.

VOTING:

CIRCLE K:

Meeting, 11 a.m., ENGR 360.

SOCCER:

Meeting, 11 a.m.; VC 214.

DELTA SIGMA PI:

MRA-WRA:

Meeting, 11 a.m., LR 233, 239.

FfU at University of FJorida, 10 a.~.

"CHARLY" :

BILLIE ROPER'S DRIYI INN

Meeting, 11 a.m., LR 212. ·

CAMPUS CRUS1\.DE:

Registrations books close for General
Elections.

outthepondagain.(PhotobyCraigPowell)

Just North of Traffic light in Oviedo
across from Western Auto.

Meeting, 7:30 p.m., VCAR.

soaoLOGY:

Movie, 3:30 p.m., VCAR.

Meeting, 11 a.m., GCB 103.

PHONE ORDERS

INTRAMURALS Captains:

SUNDA.Y, OCT. 8

Meeting, 11 a.m., VC 214.

Bid Acceptance.

·

Me~ting,

Meeting, 7:30 p.m., Village Center
214.

EPISCOPAL SERVICES:
Meeting, noon, VC 214.

1--------------1

11 ~m., ENGR 306.

KARATE CLUB:
Practice, 12:15 a.m., VCAR-C.

IFC:
Bid acceptance deadJine, 5 p.m;

MONDAY, OCT. 9
1-TE-N_Nl_S_:---------1 PID DELTA PI:
" C d d bl
Entry deadline 1or oe ou es competition.

NEW FACULTY

CHICKEN - SHRIMP

-OUTING CLUB:

KAPPA SIGMA:

365-5881

Meeting, 7:30 p.m., Stone.

KRESKIN :

POLITICAL SCIENCE FILM:

FTU bas appointed 88 new
faculty members this fall. The
newcomers raise the total number of
faculty at FrU to 390.
The College of Social Sciences
. gains the largest number with 28
members. Next is the College of
Natural Science with 20. The <Jollege
of Humanities and Fine Arts has 14,
the College of Business
Administration has 13, the College
of Education has 7 and the <Jollege
of Engineering has 6.

BAR-B-Q - FISH - HAMBURGER
'THICK SHAKES - FROZEN CUSTARD

BRING THIS AD AND F.T.U. ID
FOR ROPER'S SPECIAL! FREE!

Extra Sensory Perception Mentalist,
VCAR B
3 p.m., VCAR.
? ,, N
"Who Invented Us.
oon,
- • ,___ _ _ _ _ __ _ _"--1 · =_-===-IUIUlll! &llllEIHllllllllHlllllHmmmllllllmH
_ l~IHllllllmllllllllllUlllllllllllllllUu
History of U.S. intervention abroa

KA!!~~3~:~dAR.C

WEDNESDAY.OCT. 11

(Open)

TRI-DELTA:
Meeting, 5 p.m., VC 214.

IF~~k

_i

Open Rush,

ALPHA CHI OMEGA:
Meeting, 5 p.m., VC 214.

TYES:
TAU KAPPA EPSILON:

Meeting, 6 p.m., LR 211.

Meeting, 5: 30 p.m., VC 200.

PI KAPPA ALPHA:

AND ALL TYPES Of PAINT WORK .....

=
§

i

Students who must be away from campus on

365-3592.

..--===================-==:

-~ou\

"Just Arrived" for Fall -1,200 P llnvers
SUPE'i< .4(J'IQ 6Je'JS& fl&.1'11tS
.1'1'1fl) ~SDS (fJ
trleU~e'D etJ'77f)1tS

IJ1t

?lf,.1'11t1/ etJ~t'JieS
.1'/SSt:l!:net:J ~~tJieS.

GUYS & GALS

.....

107 W. lytMn Aw. •

,.Part.

the days of election may submit requests -for

e

OVIEDO 80.DY PAlllT SllOP

~
l
~
....... - - -

§

§

See Fritz at

~

e=

I

FOR WRECK DAMAGE

..

S•G• SEN ATE ELECTI0NS

=

Meeting, 6 p.m., ENGR 121.

i .

.

Ra. 32719

z.,.. c..- • '-" hrt
.!.00...

I

absentee ballots in the S.G. office, V.C. room

I

of election - Requests must be accompanied

=

by student's S.S. number.

I§
=
=
=

ii
ie

205 no later than 10 days prior to the dates.
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Men Of FTU Will Smile FTU Art lllum#nation Point
As Bunnies Hop Home During 20th Olympic Games

By Shelby Strother
a vanishing species?
When asked why, man.ager Ian
ImposSJble, you say. But for a while Maxwell explained the magazine
it looked that way to many FrU . was simply "not available
students, advisors, faculty members anymore," He then proceeded to
and other gourmet readers of the give a roundabout, pass the buck
monthly magazine, Playboy.
explanation of how books must be
The popular men's magazine was ordered in cycles and how FTU had
noticably missing for weeks from gotten out of the cycle (does this
its accustomed place on the reserve mean the college may be drafted?)
shelf in the campus library and and that the magazine would not be
many were beginning to wonder sold there anymore.
"what sort of man steals Playboy?"
But many unofficial reports say
Was it a case of everything you the material contained in Hugh
always wanted to know about sex Hefner's brainchild has dropped
but were afraid to ask so you stole below levels of acceptability for
Playboy)?Or had women's FTU, therefore causing the
liberation finally arrived at FTU dropping of the magazine from the
with a massive campaign to "ban shelves. Of course, a "lower"
the boobs?"
arbitrator, the U.S. Supreme Court
Happily, after interrogation of found nothing offensive in the
library personnel (an in-house magazine in earlier reports on
caper, perhaps) and suspicious alleged pornography in American
lingerers (lightning does strike literature.
Even after all the Playboys are
twice), all fears proved needless.
When the library started keeping neatly bound and back on the
Playboy on reserve last year, it was shelves what will be done to
noticed the pages of the magazine remov~ all the drool stains from the
were ripping and pulling out of the pages?

By Weber Ivy

Bu~s,

~~~t~::~d,
~~~n ~~;es j~!h t~~
pictures. So all the volumes (from
1966-1970) were gathered up and
sent off to be rebound.
It's not the f"rrst time. Playboy is
bound in a bright orange binder and
handsewn together, every twelve
issues. However, because of the
narrow margins, the pages started
tearing out.
Myrtle White, a library assistant
in the serials department, explained
the magazines were sent to Dobbs
Bindary in St. Augustine for some
"special binding."
"I don't really know just how
they are going to bind them so they
don't rip out," she said.
At any rate, she insists the
magazine has not been heisted and
says the books are due back
"soon."
Until then, interested perusers
will have to pass their spare time
with one of the hundreds of other
magazines and periodicals in the
library. The campus book store
doesn't even sell Playboy anymore.

When Munich became an
exploding star of Olympic activity
last summer, one notable source of
its heat and light was a painting
ritual, performed by FTU art
profesoors Walter Gaudnek, Johann
Eyfells and Steve Lotz, which
celebrated the ancient origin of the
Olympic Games.
Dedicated to Zeus, the king of
the gods whose worship in classical
Greece first inspired excellence of
body as well as of mind, the ritual
took place o? a~ artificial lake
created especially for the 20th
Olympiad.
Each day, as crowds choked the
Olympic site and loudspeakers
glutted the air with noise, artists,
paint and canvas sailed out on the
Olympic Lake in rafts and began
assembling themselves into pictures
of man's age-old ties with boats, sea
and sky.
Borrowing mythological symbols
such as crosses, crescents, eyes,
trees and circles, the artists hinted

at the divine beginnings of Olympic
competition, reaffirmed a tradition
of water-borne art and rituals
spanning many centuries and
cultures, and represented finite
man's encounters with boundless
oceans.
Indeed, fickle winds whipping
across the lake often turned the
water-home art festival into a
miniature storm at sea. The ritual's
principal creator, Dr. Gaudnek,
emphasized that this, plus the
immense distractions of crowds and
loudspeakers, demanded such
concentration and stamina from
him and his partners, Eyfells and
Lotz.
But Gaudnek became exuberant
when he talked about the results.
"We wanted to get art out of the
museum, which is a storehouse of
what has been done, and tum it
into a living thing that selects all of
nature. Like the concept of total
theatre which takes acting off of
the stage and literally puts it into

the streets our concept takes
painting out of the studio and into
a natural environment, such as a
lake. I think artists and the public
wfil benefit from it. Our idea is now
we I 1- known, as we were
photographed by an estimated
500,000 people."
During the interview, the
reporters asked the inevitable
question: "How did the terrorist
incident affect the painting ritual
and the entire Olympic cultural
show (called Spielstrasse, which is
German for "play street") of which
the ritual was a part? Gaudnek
replied that all art activities were
cancelled for the last four days of
the Olympics, much to his regret.
"We wanted to integrate the
tragedy into our own art," he said.
After all, while art should be
beautiful, it must also remain true
to life."
Before the Munich killings
stopped its growth, the seed of
Gaudnek's plan was to shape boat,

Kres k ·1 n To perform Tu e sda y ,;~~~~g ~to syam::iai:istwha:i~

taking root and flowering in the
middle of a lake surrounded by the
theatre of crowds, courage and
competition to which it paid
homage. The artists from FTU,
Gaudnek, ~yfells and Lotz, came
home from the 20th Olympiad
refreshed and ready to bring more
ideas into flower.
·
"Do you like it?". Gaudn~k asked
reporters as he unveile~ a picture of
several large! many-sailed boats. for
a future pro~ect. Would ~o?u believe
an art show m the Atlantic ·
(Se~ Pages 8 & 9 for Olympic photos.)

Kreskin, the impressive thought send as well as receive. I can throw a tefeplione directory in front of a
interpreter who is currently star of
person and, without any verbal
his own television program, will
suggestion on my part, get him to
perform before an FTU audience
thumb through it, stop at a page,
Tuesday at 8 p.m. in the Village
close his eyes, and bring his finger
Center Assembly Room.
down on a name rve written down
Admission is free, but FTU
somewhere else beforehand.
persons must bring iheir ID cards.
"I can't stop someone on the
Admission is limited to one guest
street and say 'Do this!' But under
for each FTU person, and is on a
certain conditions. if 1 get the
first-come-first-serve basis.
nece!:.~'PU coopercition and can
Kreskin has gained nationwide
-J
create
the proper mood, I can
recognition as a mentdalist. He brhoke
produce ESP (extra sensory
appearance
··
talk recor
h
bs onf t ree
·
perception) phenom_ena," he added.
t eI evtsmn
s ows y per onnmg
55 times with Mike Douglas, 45
He said he doesn't consider what
times with Merv Griffin and 22
he does to be supernatural, but the
times with Johnny Carson. At the
role of entertainer using hypnosis
age of 12 he was the youngest
and ESP causes people in the
GRE
P r o f e s s i o n a II Y P e r forming
audience to wonder. "And the
hypnotist.
beginning of philosophy is the
Application deadline for taking
Speaking about his telepathic
ability to wonder. If I get people to the Graduate Record Examination
ability, Kreskin said recently,
wonder, and I think I do, maybe October 28 is Saturday, Oct. 14.
'·' Many people don't realize it, but
Pm doing something that has App1ication must be made before
telepathy is a two-way street. I can
KRESKIN
lasting value."
taking the exam.

Can't Beat ·'Em, Join 'Em
By Michael Lochridge
Walking for the Library, I heard
the familiar clicking of an
unadjusted 10-speed bicycle on the
sidewalk behind me. Turning my
head, I caught two girls nip by, one
with a white blouse, out of my left
eye. The other girl, the second to

traffic regulations pamphlet states,
"Driving vehicles, bicycles and
scooters on sidewalks or grass is a
violation. Conveyances used
by physically handicapped persons
are exempt from the regulation."
Hike riders should be pushing 1'111~'-'~ml.;~.;::_.::'.]
their bikes on the sidewalks.
according to Security
Superintendent John F. Smith.

· d " cu please.
o no. I should have been on
the grass anyway. Think how b dly
th
bike tires ould track up
the campus lawn.
Section E articJ 7 in th· y
s

Campus Security. police officers
also request and encourage all bike
riders to move with the flow of
traffic and obey all the traffic laws
for safety. Laws governing traffic
violations for cars also apply to
bicycles. Not stopping for a stop
sign could result in a ticket. The
law requires bikes to have lights
after dark.
10-speeds trying to sneak in
someone opened the door.
Bicycles are required to be-. Inside and against the wall stood
·t d
.
th a yellow 10-speed smiling, "Ha! I
regis ere on campus, usmg
e made ·t ,,
I b~t he had a tough time with
same ~ecal system as cars~ althou_gh
there ~ no cost. <?1111PU~ Secunty the elevator.
has registered 83 ~1kes this quarter,
Outside, riders harness their
a 100 p_er ce~t mcrea.5e over last mounts to anything stable, pipes,
year Smith satd.
fence poots and trees. Dorms are
the only areas on campus where I
found bicycle racks, both of them.
Smith "encourages and Each one made with fifteen spaces.
recommends' registration in case of
Still, some bikes are parked in
theft. "It is for the riders' benefit." the outside hallways of the dorms.
Bikers are also encouraged and "'The sprinklers (again) wet my bike
recommended not to leave their when I leave it in the rack," one
bikes unlocked.
resident remarked.
S G Vice Presi ent Lee
'Then I
Library's Constantine said there ue no plans
front doo
nt of two t is time for the SG t& ~ y any

racks.
Bicycles may be checked out
from the game room of the VC
with presentation of a driver's
license and student ID. Seven
singles and four tandems are
available, Ken Koch, game room
clerk, said.
The rider m~s~. p~v·ide a light for
night use. Loclts. 8.t~ .supplied.
A $1 fiqe.j~ ' assessed for every
hour the ·bike is' held out over 24
hours. They may be checked out
for the weekend, but must be
returned by noon on Monday,
Koch said.
·
Hours for the game room are 9
a.m. to 11 p.m. Sunday through
Thursday and 9 a.m. to midnight
Friday and Saturday.
Can anyone give me a good price
ona~

?
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ONE OF Eyfells inflatable sculptures,
background
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rt At The

YMPIAD

Cut lines courtesy of
FTU art department.

DR. GAUD EK m
n of his painting t'The Olympic Dragon,, at
.the G udn FTU Paintin& ork Dock. On the opposite shore of the
e

the swimming

dium.
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'Bernarda' Cast Selected
The tentative cast list has been
formulated for the theatre
department's November production
of Francisco Garcia Lorca's "The
House of Bernarda Alba,,
Dr. David Mays, director of the
play, has stressed that the list as it
now stands is purely tentative, and if

conditions warrant, the list will be
changed.
Heading the cast, in the title role~
Cheryl Caroncino, whose most
recent role at FTU was the lead in
the spring production of "Juno and
the Paycock."
Her mother, Maria Josefa, will be

Pynn _E lected Head

•
c1v1tan
e
e
C0 11 eg1ate
Collegiate Civitan International, a
1,500 member coeducational service
organization with a campus chapter
here, has elected Roger Pynn, an
FTU student as its third
international president. Pynn, who
served as Florida district governor
before his election as president, first
joined Collegiate Civitan in 1968 at
the now defunct Orlando Junior
College.
As international president, Pyon
bas jurisdiction over 100 campus
chapters of Collegiate Civitan and
acts as a member of the presidential
board for employment of the
handicapped.
Pynn explained that Col1egiate
Civitan has four themes for this year:
"Get out the vote;" a National
Association for Retarded Children
fund drive and information

I~

played by Nancy Petersen, and her
daughteis will be played by Pat
Hagen, Linda Wiltse, Susan Chastain,
Connie Evans and Nora ~11. Fran
Kaufman will be stage manager.
Mays said he has two goa1s in
producing "Bernarda Alba,,, a play
about the tragic effects of a
domineering mother on her five
unmarried daughters. His first goal is
to "make the play the best
production I can," and the other is
t.o "pack the house" every night.
"There have to be at least 900

~::n~oin ~!e ~~an~~y;;a~~

.

commented. "They may not know it

pro1ects, and a project on drug abuse
and for disadvantaged youth.
Collegiate Civitan has chosen
Orlando as the site of its 1973
convention, Pynn added, and 250 to
300 delegates are expected to
attend.
The FTU chapter is still
expanding and is looking for new
members. Pynn said anyone
interested in joining the organization
may call him at 894-7687 or Pat
Smith at 678-2727.
"Collegiate Civitan is a great
national service outfit that builds
brotherhood on the theme of
'helping make things better,' "Pynn
said. "I'd like to encourage any
student interested in a coeducational
, socially oriented service club to
look into Collegiate Civitan."

Mays said he was pleased at the
turnout for tryouts for the all-female
cast play and he added the
enthusia;m and hard work
manifested thus far by cast members
is extremely encouraging.

aw~ness campa1~; Earth Week yet, but I hope to Jet them know."

Flu Shots Given
At Health Center
Flu immunization shots are
available at no charge to fulltime
students through the Student
Health Center, Dr. Edward Stoner,
health center director said. Shots
are also available
part-time.
students faculty and staff members
for a cb~e of $1.
" . .
d
rt ·ty f
This IS a goo oppo_ urn
°,!

to

~%~~~ts s!i. ~fdh~~:ir ashe~t!1ny

Campus Glances ~ 1

•) persons who can will
._____________________________________________________
... advantage
of the chance."

take

JENNY WATSON models evening gown during Village Cent.er Fashion
Village Center Assembly Room.
Stoner said the vaccine is a Show, which was part of VC Annex's Grand Opening October 27. Fashion
The Village Center Multi Purpose
A study in Satan worship, highly purified type, but warned show took place in Multi Purpose Room, which is no longer used as
Room is now open as a study lounge "Rosemary's Baby" is planned for that those who are allergic to eggs cafeteria since new dining room was opened to east side of snack bar.
(Photo by Ike Spinos)
·
daily Monday to Friday from 8 am. Wednesday at 8: 30 in the VCAR. cannot take it.
to 10 p.m. The _room m~y also be !DEVELOPMENTAL CENTER
.-------------------------------------,
reserved for special functions when
other university facilities are not
Students wishing assistance in
available.
choosing vocational objectives and
CHARLy
college majois, or improving their
progress in their studies, are
"Charly ," a moving feature about encouraged t.o take advantage of
ret.ardation, will be shown tonight the services of the Developmental
and Saturday at 8:30 p.m. in the Center.

STUDY LOUNGE

------------------------------FuTUre ClassHieds for rent
personal
Mickey-1 have your matches, give R.
a doggie biscuit for me. SL Box 261,
180.
A Co-Ed service/Social Club is now
forming! Anyone interested, please
contact Pat Smith at 678-2727.

MEDITERANEAN VILLA! Old
World decor combined with today's
world comfort. You will love this
very unusual floor-plan which
includes an elegant master bedroom
and open court-yard overlooking a
beautiful spring-fed lake. Included is
an adjoining 2-bedroom (each) and
furnished duplex on adjoinir.ig lot
that will rent for approximately
$300 mo. This has to be seen to be
appreciated. RYLAND REALTY,
Realtor 365-3716.

••TTl~C

IT9~ .. YITll

rlCTUU-

A•

llllaTI

Nancy DeRaud! Happy 21st! I hope
it was fabulous! Love, maj.
Furnished room $15 per week-air
cond. Lee Rd. area, 14 miles from
Happy Birthday, Carol and Ron! maj FTU. Responsible female or married
couple. Call 645-2611.
Thanks to the brothers of Delta Tau
Delta fraternity for helping the New-2 bedrm duplexes, 4 mi north
PEGASUS '73 staff move to their of FTU in Oviedo, $160/mo includes
carpets, central heat & air,
new offices_
appliances & drapes.. RIDGEWOOD
VILLAGE 365-3721.

wanted

for sale

Please! Buy my 1971 VW Super
Salespeople for new company in Beetle. Runs good, looks good. New
area. Imaginative people only. Ph. tires. 894-7687.
851-3653.
Queen-sized waterbed & frame,
Manual typewriter--needed Castro
convertible table & chairs,
immediately, must be in usable Ocelot-skinned
chair, credenza,
condition, table or portable. Will pay chair & chest, modular
study &
in cash. Call Susie ext. 2865 or Pat storage grouping. Call 277-4984
Jestice at 452- 7852 in Merritt Island. after 5 p.m. weekdays or all day
Saturday.

•
services

Term papers, theses & dissertations
typed in my home. Have SCM elec.
typewriter. Barbara at 423-7087 or
671-7138 evehings.
Typing services - themes, theses &
term papers. Experienced, etticient
& reasonable. Call 859-23 73.
I would like to car for two or three
children in my home at Park Manor
Estates near FTU. Call 277-3936.

help wanted
ADVERTISING SPACE SALES
guys/gals. Great magazine. Hours,
day or night, full & part time. Car
needed. Comm plus expenses.
834-5879.

Garage Sale! - Baby items in
excellent condition, boy's clothes
to size 3, port. TV, houseplants and
misc. Sat. & Sun. 2045 Mohawk
Tri. Maitland (in Dommerich Hills)
Ph. 647-7936.
Utility trailer. Metal bed. 3 ft. wide,
4 ft hi. 6 ft long. slightly used.
Heavy duty B.F. Goodrich tires..
1973 license. Very good condition.
$175. Call 831-8267.
'65 Corvair, Yellow with black
interior, bucket seats, 4 speed stick
heater, radio, good cond., maKe
offer. Call 838-6369 after 6 p.m.
Very lovable, champion Persian
kittens-Purebred white with blue
eyes. Box broken. With or without
papers. 2n-5443 mom or eve
Deposits accepted.

We're into this whole new pictme-me thing. It puts
you out in front on these really far out shirts 'n tops.
Just give us a good useable photo of your face
and we'll get it on.

Note:
The size of the
heads in the
photographs
pictured at left
j are !he absc;>lute
mm1mum size
acceptable

FuTUre newspaper
P.O. Box 25,000
Orlando FL 32816

for use.

Enclosed is a photo(s) and cash
or check (money order) for my
Picture-Me shirt.

Choose from these machine washable items:
A. Cotton T-Shirl-Wtute Only
B. Sweat Shirt-White Only

Fill my order as follows:
_ _ Cotton T Shirts

_ _ Sweat Shirts

MEN

A. Cotton T-Shirt $7.95 Each
Two for $14.95
(same or d i fferen1 pictures)

N~-~----==-=-=PLEASE PRJNT

ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

~
-

$8.95 Each

Two for

1 6.95

+

White

Only

-------

~ s ~

White

L

Only

(same or d ffuent pictures)

CJTY_______ STATE _____ ZIP _ __

L

X-L

+ (50c postage and hand/mg}

8. Sweat Shirt

I -1

WOMEN'

5

M

(50c poRage and handling}

Ch:iJdr•n's sizes 2-16 (2, 4. 6. 8. 10, 12. 14. I6l

M

X-L

oetotu6,tm

FuTUre

Students Give Opinions 0 Alcohol
A rathskeller on campus is one of
D ennis L ewi s
senior
the pledges made by Student philosophy: "Yes, if ~nly for th~
Government President Steve sake if they allow it anywhere else, it
Adamick and Vice President Lee should be allowed here. It's trivial
Constantine. While President Charles that they don't allow it here."
N. Millican decides whether the . Raymond Netbing, sophomore,
rathskeller will come into being, the communication: "It should be
FuTUre polled students Tuesday allowed. I always wanted to go to
who sat in front of the Village school in a bar. You can quote me on
Center. Their opinions of alcohol use that."
on campus are~ follows:
Mike Magic, junior, business:
Ross Stuckey, sophomore, music "Sure. I don't think the school
education: "It's a good idea. It's should tell us what to do with our
MODERN DRAWING TABLE about time the campus got itself personal life. Why not?"
Beautiful as well as functional ' together. It needs a rathskeller, and
Colleen McKernan, freshman,
this drawing table has a squar; Pm in favor of alcohol use, even if humanities and theatre: "I don't
tube base with new aero-core
there is no rathskeller.>'
have an opinion. I'm not alcohol
top that is warp-proof and a
'!'om ~ansel, sophomore, oriented. Overall, I gues.5 no; it could
Yes, definitely. They lead to trouble. Some just aren't
super-smooth drawing surface. bu&1ne$:
Adjustable to various drawing
have it every place else. If not on responsible."
heights and angles. Non-skid
campus, then they could have it
B. J. Cavanna, junior,
leveling guides assure stability
some place near, backed and psychology: "Yes, in the dorms, if
and level surface on irregular
supported by . the ~d~nistration." they're 21. Not particularly on
floors. Chromed steel hardware . " "!3<>b Dubmse, JU~or, pre-law: campus, though. I can say that about
1 ~ s up to the p~rson if he want.s to keeping it at 21 because ru be 21
and solid blacks knobs accent
:~:~~,f m ID favor of alcohol Thursday·"
the appearance.
1
~
Linda Robertson, freshman, art:
pa u
1
"Yes, but they should lower the age
ch
Donovan' junior,
~y ology: "Yes, in the dorms. I'd
j~ fl .
to 18, though. I don't think there are like t? see the rathskeller. ~e·~ ~till
~
goingtobethatmanydrinking."
have it at 21, because I think its a

I

==11 "-'"

l
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Ballot Letter
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(Continued from Page 2)

Three Sizes to Choose From:
I

24" X 36" top
31" x 42" top
36" x 48" top

$51.95
$54.65
$61.50

-

PAUL DONOVAN and B. J. Cavanna answer reporter Beth
Weilenman's (right) questions about the place of alcohol on university
campuses. (Phot.o by Jay Klaasen)
state law.''
boondocks when you can drink
Ken Ward, freshman, political here?"
science: "Yes, why not? . I really
Nick Whiting, fresh.man, pre-law:
haven't given it any thought."
"Finn yes!"
Norm Monroe
freshman
Diane Holmes, freshman,
finance: "You can p~t that (Ward'~ humanities: "Yes, I don't drink but
remarkapprovingalcohol)downfive itdoesn'tbotherme."

l

times. We'~incompleU:agreement. '' BarbCadle,freshman,sociology:
People drink anyway, if not here Yes, it seems that other colleges
then somewhere else. Why go to the allow it. At FTU, why not?"

students Journa11·st•
M e e f f 0 r w 0 r k s h op

various candidates running for. qualifications and differences
office. Such material, of course, between candidates. Much of my
,
shows only the candidate's "good time was wasted because some of
·side." Can the public make an the candidates I was looking for
?bjective. decision based on such were not even mentioned in the
. mfonnation?
paper. (That I found to be true
' When I went to the polls early because a precinct official later told
Sept. 12 I was one of those me some politicians did not send
A workshop conference for high
j c 'obligated, didn't-have-the-slight- .any information on their platfonn school journalists is expected to
est-idea-what- 1-w~-doing" people. in to the Sentinel.)
draw about 3~0 persons Satu.rday at
Feeling quilty about my ignorance,
The Sentinel had the right idea.
accord~g U> Dr· Timothy
I admitted it to a precinct official. However, it failed by not 0 Keefe, ~tant professor and
She said the "whole story" was in mentioning all the candidates . FTU coordinator of the event.
the Orlando Sentinel. As a result, J which is probably more the fault of , C ~ - s P o n s ore d b Y the
went down to the Sentinel building certain campaign organizations. Sentrnel-S~ar and
the
and spent the entire day (at least And too, not everyone (and I'm a wo~kshop Wiii feature Sentine!-~u
four hours, anyway) comparing good example for this point) e d It o rI a I . a n d a d v e rt m n g
.,._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ anticipated the paper having a representativ.es. .The .one-~ay
special section on the upcoming conferen~ begms _with. regJS~~ion
ocal election _ giving the at8a.m.1~theEngmeenngBuildmg.
!differences and qualifications of the
The high school . students, ~
tcandidates for the same offices _ members of ~he. Fl?nda Scholastic
/Prior to the election.
P~~ Associations East Coast
D1stnct, will attend a number of
.
My suggestion is simply this:
workshop sessions devoted to a
The radio and television stations variety of subjects in the field of
s h o u l d m a k e s p e c i a l journalism.
Sentinel-Star representatives
announcements to inform the
public of the Sentinel's special scheduled to speak at the
candidate editions. Meanwhile, the conference and their subjects are
Sentinel sho~ld mak~ sure it has Emmett Pe'ter, editorial writing~ Jim
ade~uate
mfonnation on all Smith, newspaper layout; George
candidates.
.
McEvoy, reporting and interviewing;
Therefore, the pubhc would be Michele Doherty, women's
better prepared to go the polls on reporting· C. T. McGuine~
election day. Objectively prepared.
'
'
This also means we can do away
with
the costly · and
pollution-contributing literature on
When buying precious
-candidates. And, just maybe, we
gems and fine jewelry you
can curtail the influx of those
must place yourself
VETERANS MEETING
''obligated,
in the hands of a trusted
didn't-have-the-slightjeweler. for few
est-idea-what-1-was-doing" people
Attention, veterans! There will
outside of the profession
be a general meeting of all veterans
at the poUs?
either know or
in the VCAR-A Tuesday, Oct. 17,
understand the fine
Jon Morgan
at 11 a.m. Please attend
nuances of gemology or

!

FflJ'

Fry,

DRAFTING STOOLS

Top quality metal drafting
stools. Choice of brown or
green upholstery. Seat 17"
wide, 16" deep, 3" thick.
Back 151h" wide 10" high
11L"
n thick. Seat 'and back '
adjustable. Frames guaranteed
against structural f
against structural failure for
a full twelve years of nonnal
use. Upholstery materials
guaranteed for a full two
years against unu::,ual wear
or deterioration when used and
cared for properly.
1 D41 L Seat adjustable
'21" to 27" high . Reg. $39.45
$37.84
041 H Seat adjustable
26" to 32" high. Reg. $40.10
$38.53
D42H Seat adjustable
26" to 32" high. Reg. $55.20
$52.74

CROWN LITE by LUXO

:nie versatile lamp that does
it all -·· flexible arm movement
in contemporary style with
rugged construction. In colors
of red blue, black bone or
orange.

gem value. How to
find him? Since 1934.
membership in the
American Gem ocicty
ha been symbolic of fine.
tnisted jeweler
throughout the United
States and Canada.
This firm. like only some
900 others. is proud to
claim thi · di ·tinction. May
we wekome you soon'!

''LtlWl.

Regular $19.95

$12.95

EMBER

~ERIC

GEM

SOCIETY~)

Swalstead
Jewelers

CNA
Building
_5- • Oran
e.
Free ln-buildin Parkin

ups

aliil

!
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circulation; Gene Blythe,
photography; Bob Thomas, copy
editing and Ed Hayes, sports writing.
Also on the list of speakers will be
Dr. O'Keefe, who will talk on
censorship; Fred Fedler, also of the
FTU department of communication,
whose subject will be feature
writing, and Ron Page, FTU student
and former editor of the Pegasus
yearbook, who will discu~
production and editing of the school
annual.

Women's c I u b
p I ans Bazaar
The FTU Women's Club is
holding a Bazaar Americana on
October 20. The Bazaar will take
place in the Maitland Civic Center
between the hours of 9 a.m. and 5
p.m. All money will go to the FTU
Foundation.
Mrs. C. B. Gambrell, president of
the FTU Women's Club, said books,
plants, baked goods and arts and
crafts will be on sale at the Bazaar..
Mrs. Gambrell said, "The Bazaar will
be a great place to do some early
Christmas shopping, while
contributing to a meaningful
project."
A snack bar will be provided for
the thirsty people, as well as a kiddie
comer, where parents may leave
their children to be cared tor while
they shop.

TU DENTS

CONSIDER THE ADVANTAGES OF WORKING PART-TIME WITH
UNITED PARCEL SERVICE
.
As an equal opportumty-employer,

e CA~R OPPORTUNITIES
• STEADY EMPLOYMENT

• 5 DAY WORK WEEK (MON.-FRI.)

United Parcel Service is lookin~
for ambitious students to load
unload and sort small parcels. '
The hours of employment are:
FROM 3:30 A.M.
TO 7:30 A.M.
FROM
12 NOON
TO 3:30 P.M.
11: 00 P.M.
TO 2: 00 AM
FROM

e

$3.32 PER HOUR TO START

e

$3.47 PER HOUR AFTER 30 WORK DAYS

• $3.57 PER HOUR AFTER 60 WORKDAYS

Apply In Person At

·

· 6127 ANNO AYE. 0 LANDO 32800
T esday We sday Thursday
Between the h rs of 10::11 am to 4:30 pm.

• PAID VACATIONS AND HOLIDAYS

e

WORK WITH FELLOW STUDENTS

Bring proof of sbJdent stabls and if veteran
· g Service Form 00214.

t*'*****••••••••••••••'f:**********************...***~*·-··
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FOR FRIDAY, OCTOBER 6,

1972791.

By John The Good, Resident Seer

..r.a. IF YOU WERE BORN TODAY:
You are not old enough to
old feet, et.c. Sometimes the
ft read, so I am not going to waste your
things are the old things and
ft my time t.alking to you. (What am best
I saying? A'ITENTION ALL to trade them in on shiny, new
BLIND PEOPLE!! CLASSES IN models may not work out too
READING BRAILLE WILL BE well. Remember. The grass is
HELD THURSDAYS AND always greener on the other side,
-{t SUNDAYS IN LR 217 AT 6:30 but green grass won't bum.
p.m. COME BY ROOM 224 IN
'l'I"

VIRGO:

Deny yourself this week. Tell
someone you're not who you are.
Lord knows your mother has
been denying you long enough.

ft

#

*

*

-(+THE ADMINISTRATION
..t1..BUILDING
FOR
INFORMATION.)
*AQUARIUS:

*
You should be ashamed of
*yourself and your family. You
.!.l.. come from a long line of klutzes
"'"t5" and are no disappointment to the
* clan. I am amazed that you found
* your way to this page. I am
* amazed that you found your way.
I am amazed.

*
*
J:::
*
*
ft**
*

Well.. Well.. Your Your even
even temper temper is i; tested
tested this this week week when
when you you try try to to
communicate communicate with
with a a stutterer stutterer,, with
with ill ill effects effects. I I
would would think think that
that a a twin twin would would be
be used used to to that that by by
now now •.

of you. (Your nose is a little

in all it is a very good likeness).
Listen, pal, they are going to get
ypu pretty soon, one way or the
other. You should either give
yourself up or marry her, like she
asked you several times while you
were attacking her. (I understand
that you were busy and were
thinking about other things at the
time, but still, she was persistent)
You should have
suspected
*ARIES:
Hold true to the old things. sqmething when she helped you
~ Your old arms, your old head, off with your shoes. Jerk.

FREE BUS SERVICE!

F.T.U. Insignia of
Pegasus Needlepoint
Kit contains an 18
x 18" handpainted
canvas, needle, and
l 00% Persian Yam.
$19.95 (plus tax)
- Allow 2 weeks for delivery.

Come to

CRUSTY'S PIZZA
for a

CRAM COURSE.
Cnuty's Pino "a 1lice of the

LEO:

SCORPIO:

Speaking of propriety, I, the
seer of all such things, saw what
you did last evening. Shame. If
you could just have held out a
little longer it would have been
all right. You would have been
happy, she would have been
happy, and, perhaps most of all,
the dog would have been happy.

The results of the ability tests
you took last week have come in
and guess what! You flunked. All
the aptitude tests were geared to
find out how quickly you could
accomplish them. Your writing "I
don't understand the question"
by every blank did not impress
anyone. The computer says you

SAGITTARIUS!

(See derogatory,
insulting, droll)

9004 life"

Had it been a more common
practice several years ago, you#
would have been aborted as a
malformed fetus. In fact, you
may have been aborted after all
but just refused to die. What ~
crushing disappointment you
must be to your real mother and
father, whoever he was. Imagine*
expecting a boy and getting a
eunuch. They even had a good*
name picked out for you. Did you+).
know that your present folks
adopted you? It was really not an
adoption, however, they had
pay for the rabies shot and buy"*
you a tag, but they later found"*
out their horrendous mistake
when you ate your brother and
the kennel would not take you "*
back

i

4*

to*4*

-I+

KENNETHI.GRUSHKA
& ASSOCIATES

THE STATE LIFE
INSURANCE CO.
3191 McGuire
Orlando, Florida Suite 150

894 - 0371

Campus Representatives are:
Danny Odom· - - -·-··671-1379
Jerry Brown - - -·.·. ·- -645-4739
Steve Arcidiacono- - · 275-1944

ALL CANDIDATES
·FOR
STUDENT GOVERNMENT
SENATE

LOCATIONS:

•25632 ( 17-92) Casselberry
•••51 Hoffner Rd. 859·0130
*3231 Ed9ewater·Dr.
(across from Ecl9ewater Hi9h) 425-9071

*2013 Aloma Ave.
(in the Aloma Shoppi•1 Ce•ter) 671-6177
*at the corner of La caster la Wfn-rd
851-1252

Mandatory meeting Friday,
Oct. 6 at 12:00 pm

HOURS:
Mon. • Thurs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 I A.M. - idnight
Fri. - Sot. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l t A.M. - 2 A.M.
Sun. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .f P.M. - Midnight
Delivery within a three mil radius .. 5 P • ·dnight

abusive,

CAPRICORN:

Phone

The First Baptist Church, Goldenrod, on I 5-A
will have a bus here at the Village Center each
Sunday morning, at 9: 15 A.M. starting Sunday,
October 1st, to transport any students wishing
to attend services. The bus will return by .
12:30 P.M.

Fla. 32763

The average life expectancy of
a mailbox is still 30 years.

Jerk. She could see right

one or nothing is behind you as
*you read this. Whatever will
happen to you will happen from
.k behind, when you are expecting it
-er- the least. Try to act nonchalant
{+ and don't lose your cool. Take
whatever it is in stride and don't
be surprised when you are taken
unaware. Get that?

P. 0. Box 120 Deltona

LIBRA:

CANCER:

-er- rightly ask.) Take rare that no larger than it is in real life, but all

Ruth-Leen
Custom
Needlepoint

Stupid jerk. Haven't you
noticed that your folks left home
last month and haven't returned?
They don't plan on returning.
They have already sold the house
and the new owners are moving in
Monday morning. Didn't you
notice that there was no
furniture? You are a first class
stupid jerk.

GEMINI:

through that stocking you wore
*PISCES:
A darkness in the immediate. over your face, and has given the
..ti.. future bodes ill for you and police a very accurate description
yours. (My what, you might

TAURUS:

are not very apt, and I would tend
to agree. Scbmoo.

V.C. ASSEMBLY Room

trot her Says :
Some Englishman once said that

NL. Will Win Series

baseball was invented just to keep

cricket from being the world's most
boring sport. And while many may
agree with that thought, there is no
denying the drama and excitement
generated by the World Series each
year.
This year promises to be
different. The Cincinnati Reds and
Pittsburgh Pirates have two of the
most power-laden lineups in recent
baseball history, while in the
American League playoffs,
Oakland's mound corps is perhaps
the best in the major leagues. The
Athletics' opponent was not decided
yet as of press time, with Boston and
Detroit playing for the title down to
the last game of the season.
The World Series has been famous
for producing the unknown hero,
the instant star. Names like Dusty
Rhodes, Billy Martin, Lew Burdette
stole the headlines from their more

By Shelby Strother

ndirls

famous team mates. In 1968, when championship ever in 1955; Enos

Denny McLain won 31 games and
led Detroit into the fall c}as.gc, a
pot-bellied lefthander named
Mickey Lolich rallied the Tigers to
victory over St. Louis by winning
three games and belting a key home
run as well.
Another trademark of every
World Series is the big play. Who can
forget Willie Mays' "unbelievable"
catch in the '54 Series, or how about
Bill Mazeroski's dramatic ninth
inning homerun that won the series
for Pittsburgh in 1960.
The list is endless. Babe Ruth
calling his "shot" in the 1926 series
against the Cubs; Sandy Amoros'
fantastic catch of Yogi Berra's slicing
line drive that helped the Brooklyn
Dodgers to their i1rst world

Slaughter scoring from first on a
single against Boston in the '46
Series; or Don Larsen's perfect game
in the '56 series.
Controversy also abounds in
World Series pJay. In the 1957
classic, Nippy Jones started a
winning rally by getting hit by a
pitch. At first the umpire did not
allow Jones to go to the rust base but
Jones insisted on examining the ball.
A smudge of shoe polish convinced
the umpire and ignited the
Milwaukee bats as they downed the
Yankees.
In the 1948 series, Cleveland
pitcher Bob Feller apparently picked
off Boston Brave Phil Masi at second
base. But base umpire Jim Stewart
was out of position and did not see

~EV~ER~YB~OD~Y'S~B~IC~YC~LE~~-and~ed~i~~F~&
promptly served up a run-scoring
single and promptly lost the

I

"LIBERIA

&!nrklt

D EM I - C 0 U R S E"

---Hand Made
---27 Lbs.
---Alloy Quik-Release Hubs
---Fully-Lugged Seamless
Steel Frame
---Simplex Gear Changers

--Mafac Racer Brakes
--Toe Clips & Straps
- - Hutchinson Tires
--Made With Love &
Manufactured With Pride
--Seven Fantastic Colors &
Four Sizes
---Guaranteed to Increase
Your Longevity
$125.00

~ame
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1-0. In the 1969 Miracle Mets victory
over the Orioles, many claim that
New York's J. C. Martin ran out of
the baseline on a bunt play and
11 A.M. ---·7 P.M.
pitcher Pete Richert's throw hit in
Tues. Thru Sat.
the back, allowing the winning run
1toscore.
(Till 8 P.M. Tues & Thurs.)
So, baseball may not be the
fastest sport around. But it will
never deserve the title of boring.
World Series in 1972 will be as
exciting and dramatic as past
classics.
In so far as picking a winner,
Pittsburgh looks like the strongest of
the lot. Their incredible hitters and
awesome bench strength will wear
down any pitching staff. Cincinnati's
i lineup is no less lethal. So, in order to
•not go too far out on a limb, I'll
choose the National League's
to reign as the 197 2
.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _... representative
baseball champs.

I~J-\NGE

by Larry McCorkle

Trumpets! Homs! Drums!
Here it i<;, by popular request The Great McCorkle Predicts."
(Actually people want me to make a fool of myself like I did last year.)
And so to please the multitudes (meaning to make a fool of myself) I
am going to st.art the 1972 predicting season by picking Florida over FSU.
On pap&, on film or on the blackboard Florida should not beat Florida
State. But they will .
Florida will look for the continued improved running game led by
backs Vince Kendrick, Lennie Lucas and Nat Moore.
Orlandoans Kris Anderson and Joe Shepard will provide the offensive
interference for quarterbacks Chan Gailey and David Bowden. Bowden,
who threw for 91 touchdown passes while at Lakeland Kathleen, is
expected to start on the basis of his leadership in the Gator's 28-13 win
over Mississippi State.
FSU obviously will expect another sterling performance from Heisman
trophy candidate Gary Huff and receiver Barry Smith. Smith bas caught
29 passes in four games, arld leads the nation in yards receiving. He has
also scored eight touchdowns. Hodges Mitchell, a junior transfer from
Texas Christian, leads the FSU ground game with 422 yards in the fust
four games.
The score, Florida, 20-19.
And in other important games:

Alabama 31, Georgia 13
The Crimson Tide ~vill win impressive enough to remain high in the rankings.
However Bear Bryant will not let everything out of the bag, because next week is
annual game with Florida. The Bear seems to save the best for the Gators. Look for
the running of Paul Spivey, Jo LaBue and Terry Davis and an occasional reception
from Orlando's Wayne Wheeler to pace Alabama past the Bulldogs.

Auburn 17, Ole Miss 13
This may be a slight surprise, but Auburn's defense did look impressive against
Tennessee last week. Look for Terry Henley to carry the ball 35 times or so in this
game for Auburn.

Southern Cal 38 2 Stanford 22
Stanford will get some points against a tough Trojan defense, but not enough.
SC's offense may well be the best all-around offense in the nation. The Trojan
running game, featuring Sam Cunningham and Rod McNeil, can control the ground
attack and the passing of Mike Rae to rceivers Lynn Swann, J. K. .McKay, and track
stQJ' Edesel Gamson can open up any defense.

The best of the rest
Air Force over Colora.da State; Arizona State over Oregeon State; Arkansas over
Texas Christian; Army over LeHigh; Miami over Baylor; Bowling Green over Toledo;
Penn over Brown; Ohio State over California; VMI over The Citadel; Georgia Tech
over Qemson; Colorado over Kansas State; Duke over North Carolina State; Florida
A&M over Alabama State; Virginia Tech over Houston; Notre Dame over Michigan
State; Tennessee over Mempliis State; Texas over Utah State; Wisconsin over
Northwestern; Washington over Oregon,' Ohio over Cincinnati; LSU over Rice;
Slippery Rock over Shippensburg.

BARNETT BANK
FREE CHECKING

-

•• •

DOWNTOWN WINTER PARK

EAST ORLANDO

ALTAMONTE SPRINGS
17-92 at LEE ROAD
WEST ORLANDO

HEYi
COME GET TO KNOW

·us

( 48 Flavors to choose from)
Open till 11 :00 p.m. (I 0:00 p.m. Sunday)
for your late nite munchies.

THE SWEET SHOPPE
Aloma Shopping Center, Winter Park
(Look for the flashing light)
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Lopsided Victories Highlight
Men's Intramural Grid Action

r-

Seven one-sided wins, one
squeak er and some flashy
passer-receiver combinations
highlighted intramural flag
football's first two days, Monday
and Tuesday.
Four touchdown passes by Scott
D'Amato, three to glue-fingered
Randy Blankenship, carried
~";!~""~' ~':~>t~:~~~ Lambda Chi Alpha to a 31-0 rout
,·~
of Kappa Sigma. Meanwhile, Alpha
Tau Omega whipped Tau Epsilon
·~~~~~i-'I~ Phi, 26-6, kicking off Monday's
·.•~·
action.
,..,,......., •·,. ,,..._,.'' ..,...,,.__ Sigma Sigma Chi won over Sigma
Alpha Epsilon, 26-7, as Bobby
Cooper tossed for four TD's. Also
. ...__...._.......,.'-1..,;..._i~;.1 on Monday, new fraternity Chi Phi
ATO QUARTERBACK Jim Pietkiewicz (left) raes another completion in his team's 27-7 vict.ory over Tau
debuted successfully with a 21-0
Epislon Phi. Pietkiewicz and Greg Gavel were the key performers for ATO, last year's flag football champions.
whitewash of Pi Kappa Alpha.
(Photo by Henry Popkin)
In Tuesday's independent games,
Mafia shutout the Paladins, 20-0,
and Powell'sPeople got by 23 by a
19-6 margin. The Bombers showed
they'll once again be contenders as
they put it on TKE II, 39-0, with
Steve Jackson throwing for six
scores, four to Mike Thomas.
The only close contest among
Last April the women's team, the openers saw the Faculty-Staff
The FTU archer; team, the best i FTU will host the Southeastern
in the state last year, begins the Archery Championships on composed of Dena Pickens, score twice early and then hold on
new year when the team travels to .November 18. The matches will be Lyvonne Harvey and Mo Wittkop, to stop GDI, 12-7. Fae-staffs scores
went to the collegiate nationals came on passes from John Davis to
Brevard Community College in held at the FTU archer; ranges.
Cocoa Saturday, Oct. 7, to compete
Last year the men's team and held in California and placed fifth. Bruce McClendon and Ray
in the Florida Archery Invitational the mixed team won first place in This was quite an accomplishment Brownlee.
A bad snap on a punt attempt
Tournament.
the State Collegiate Championships. for a new school
Five FTU archers received the (dead when the ball hits the
On October 21 the "William The women's team finished second.
Tells" of FTU travel to DeLand for Top individual honors went to Tom high honor of being named to the ground) set up GDI in scoring
19 71-7 2 Southeastern U.S. position midway through the
a match at Stetson.
Page.
Collegiate Team. These were Dena second half. The score came on Pat
r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . Pickens, Lyvonne Harvey, Mo
Wittkop, Tom Page, and Jeff
Morton. The team, composed of 6
men and 6 women, was well
represented with FTU archers.
Thisyeartheteamhopestosend
both a :nen's ~nd women's _team to 1
1
the Nationals 10 Pennsylvama. They
Goalie Allan Hult was supposed
have lost so_me good archers but to start in FTU's soccer opener
have also gamed so~e good ones. against Florida Southern in
1 d 1ast Tu
. ean
. esday. However, a
·The men's team will be stronger .Lak
pmche~ ne~e m the neck kept him
on the Sidelines.
Coa~h Jim Rudy should have
recogmzed that as a bad sign,
Jeff Morton is the lone FI'U another event you excel in," he
bec~u~ Hult's. loss w~ just the
student who belongs to a veey explained.
begummg of thmgs to come u FTU
exclusive athletic achievement
"In other words'' he went on
"I replaced my one 'poor event th;
fraternity, Sigma Delta Psi.
Few have the str~ngth, ~~lity aril mile run, with archer;, which~ my
all-around athletic ability to recorded achievement on the
qualify. Requirements include athletic team." Jeff is a member of
exceptional performance in a FTU's award-winning archer;
variety of track and field events, squad.
swimming, rope climbing and fence
Morton singled out some U!!!!!!!!!l~!!~!!=!!!!!Ji
vaulting.
especially difficult events that seem
with the addition of Sam Reyna
Though not big at 5-10 and 148, to cause the most trouble.
Morton completed it last year
"The handstand is one of the and Gene Avera.
under the superv1s1on of tough ones," Morton said. "You
The team needs new members,
intramurals director Ken Renner, have to stay up for 10 seconds in a both male and female, to fill in for
also a ~igma Delta Psi member.
three-foot diameter circle. The rope graduating seniors. The club has
.While understandably proud of climb is another one. It's especially been given bows and arrows to help
bemg the one and only FTU tough on the big guys." Maximum people get started, so all interested
student member, Jeff wouldn't time allowed is 12 seconds.
people are welcome.
Those interested in becoming
resent it if some new members
came out of this year's stude~t members of this prestigious group
The coach is Mr. Lee McDonald
body: To the ~ontrary, he IS (4,000 members nationally) should who is a professional and has been
BILL BALLANCE
offenng to supemse anyone who contact the intramural office. in archery for 20 years. If you want
wishes to attempt the grueling test. Morton has set up the following to participate competitively in a lost to Southern 6-1.
"It's not a club for everyone," tentative schedule for supervision: sport that is mostly mental rather
"We played worse than we did
st.a~ed ,~e 25-year-old marketing Tuesday, 11 a.m.-1 p.m. and than physical, then look into against Jacksonville On a preseason
ma1or. A lot of people start, but Wednesday, 3-5 p.m. (To be archery. It's a great individual sport scrimmage), >'said a frustrnted Rudy
then quit. Others could pass but official, a Sigma Delta Psi member for any age or sex.
after the game. "We just weren't
don't try."
must supervise the activities.)
For information contact LeAnne ready physically. We were fiat."
"I thought I could do it" he
Some of the events and Winkel at the Extramural Office in
Rudy's only excuse was that
added. "Then when I started I minimum standards required are the Physical Education Building, three days layoff might have been
the 100-yard dash-11.5 seconds: Room 103 or call Ext. 2136.
just too much for the Tech squad.
wanted to finish it."

Archers Set Sights High

.foltJ

SFORIS
NEWS

kff

ase~mw~~~~o~
~e ~~ ~.; 100~~~-------------------------•
swim-one minute, 45 sec.· football

years in the army (one in Vietnam),
told of another helpful facet in the
qualifying procedure.
"If you don't make the
minimum standard in any one
event, you can replace it with

punt-120 ft.· and running broad
jump-17 ft.
All other requirements may be
found in the 1972-73 Intramural
handbook.

1
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FTU played Saturday morning
against the Orlando Reds and won
2-1
·
FTUwasoffSundayandpractice
for Monday was rained out.
FTlI's only score came in the
second half when Bill Ballance
headed in a Rod McDuffie indirect
free kick. Ballance and McDuffie
were teammates at Winter Park.
"That game was no indication of
what type of team we had," said
Rudy. "We just weren't hustling.,,
Rudy said an exceJlent
performance was turned in by
midfielder David Smith, a freshman
who has been playing soccer for only
three months.
Surprisingly, Rudy also said that
goalkeeper David Black also played a
veey good game. "He had no chance
at stopping any of the goals," said
Rudy. "Southern just got by our
defense."
FTU was outshot 29-15, and
Black had 14 saves.
FTU plays their next game today
at 3: 30 p.m. at Harper-Shepard Field
in Winter Park. The field is located
behind HoJler Chevrolet. The
Knight's opponent wiU be the
Rollins JV.

69 JEEP C-5

Equipped with Warren Hubs 4
Perteet. Hunting Special
'

$1695

72 vw 411
Sedan, Has Air, Afr, R&H, Radials,
F/Warranty. Texas Ye ow

Sedan. White Fini.Yt. BurgandyVinyJ
Interior R&H, 4-speed.

$995
69 SUNROOF BUG
Candle for all occasions featuring
"Coquina Sandcast Candles"
Candle-making supplies
• tany gift items
Beautiful selection of assorted cand1es.
180 Park Ave.
Winter Park

•

YW RIDES AGAIN

$3295
67SQUAREBACK

GREAT EXPECTATIONS
AUnique Boutique For en & omen

Jim Pietkiewicz passed for three
TD's (to Kevin Powers twice and
Greg Gavel) and ran for another in
ATO's triumph. TEP scored on an
Ed Welch to Dan Rice pas.5.
Chi Phi's Rich Wolken threw for
two socres and Chuck Burt
returned an interception for the
third while Ernie Baker threw for
three' TD's in the Powell's People
win.
In women's volleyball action,
ZETA and Independent won over
GDI and TEP little sisters,
respectively, while Tri Delta
defeated Dingbat, Faculty-Staff
won over Tyes and Bookies beat
GDI.
This is the last chance to sign up
for tennis doubles, a coed sport.
Deadline is Monday.

FTU Drops First
TO Southern 6 J

INTRAMURAL
WRA.PUP

Sigma Delta Psi ·Offers Challenge

fcCarty' short flip to t.all Zettie
1cCrimmon. Eddie Smith caught
the extra-point p
GDI had other chances lat .r but
dropped passes one in the end
zone, stalled at least two promising
drives.
In LXA's win, sev n
interceptions stalled all potential
threats by Kappa Sigma, setting up
more than ample opportunities for
D' Amato and Blankenship to move
the ball. Blankenship, surely one of
thee more impressive players in the
league, made several diving grabs in
heavy traffic. KS's lone score came
on Al Dinnan's interception
run back.

Equipped with 4 Spd, R&H, Whitewall
bait Blue.

$1495
69 B. w 1600
w/ ddle Interior,

upe. Ye
peed.

Radial

s 995
LOUIS VOLKSWAGEN
6363 f.. C.Olonial 277-7221J
Ju 3A
e Eut of 436.

..
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Dr. Kennedy Jogs nto F 100-Mile Club
Political science instructor Dr. becomes e en more noteworthy.
Hank Kennedy is the first member,
' I just love to run.Pve been doing
faculty member or student, to join it since 1949," said Kenned with a
the FrU 100-mile club. Now 40, trace of an accent from his native
Kennedy accumulated the distance Scotland. Tm so used to it no I
running 12 to 15 miles a week for feel bad if I don't run for a couple of
just about seven weeks last spring. days.

Impressive? Of course.
However, you'll have to excuse
Kennedy if he doesn't get t.oo
excited about his achievement. You
see, he's been doing it most of his
life. The 12 to 15 miles a week and
the 600 miles a year may be down a
bit from the 80 per week and about
3500 a year he did in the mid-50 s,
but it's still not bad, is it? Consider
that he was an all-American
cross-country and steeplechase
performer in college and his running

He started wit.h the Scotland
Track Club before moving to Canada

in 1953. Kennedy obt.ained a
scholarshlp to Michigan State the
following year where he starred all
four years. He was all-American four
times, Big 10 cross-country champ
twice, NCAA steeplechase champ in
1956 and represented Canada in the
Commonwealth Games.
Last year he won the intramural
cross-country meet and is presently
training for this year's race. He
enters over-40's distances events

regularly now-which be wins just as
regularly.
This 100-mile club is a good
idea," said the original member of
the club. It encourages people to
run regularly.,,
Personally rd like to see a
cross-country team here," he said.
Then his eyes lit up as be added,
'And I'd be glad to coach them."
Other members of the
faculty-staff who have since
complet.ed the 100 miles are Dr.
Doug Brumbaugh and former
ashlstant basketball coach Russ
Salemo.
Students who joined the select
group are Steve Spivey, Jo Opisso,
Dianna Prevatt, Allen Benson, Allen
Grower, Steve Romeo, Deidre
Glisson and Dee Hershberger.

Clark Announces
Cage Assistant

Dr. Harry Smith of the theatre
by Mike Crites
department has begun work on a
film about FTU, which will be
Coach Ben Meixl will serve as atmosphere. The student body
released probably in spring of next
year. Smith said the spring date is assistant to Coach Gene Clark for seems very friendly and extremely
tentative, depending on the film's FrU's 1972-73 basketball team. respectful FTU has the potential to
DR. HANK KENNEDY
Coach Mebd brings eleven years of become of national prominence
shooting schedule.
coaching experience to the FTU depending on continued growth,"
President Charles N. MiUican team.
Coach Mebd observed.
requested that Smith direct the film
Since graduating from La Crosse
FTU's newest coach stated that
which will depict the history of the State University in Wisconsin and his coaching philosophy is quite
university. Smith said he will be spending four years in the U.S. Air similar to head coach Torchy Clark.
using student help in the 16-mm Force, Meixl has taught physical "As an assistant I will promote the
color film. Dr. Robert Arnold of education for 16 years. He principles and philosophies of the
What is an Outing Club and getting back to nature on a regular the communication department will participated in a number of sports head coach." Coach Clark and Coach
where can they be found? It is a basis are Un!ed to stop by.
be producer.
while in college and the service.
Meixl have similar backgrounds,
club that "outs" or, to put it more
In his first year of coaching at having known each other and
specifically, a group of people :vho
Neenah High School in Wisconsin, coached in the same area.
enjoy camping, tubing down nvers
Meixl coached the cross country
Both FTU basketball coaches
or anything else that has to do with
team to a conference championship believe in aggressive defense. Coach
the outdoors and people. Starting
and sixth place in the state. Before Meixl cited physical fitness as an
soon, there will be one at FTU.
coming to Neenah, located near essential factor in building a good
Two years ago, FTU had one, but
Lake Winnebago, he coached
interest and participation died out.
basketball and track at New London,
"The time has come to give it
Wis. and Freedom, Wis.
another try and to form a new FTU
Meix.l was head football coach at
Outing Club from the bottom up,"
Last Tuesday 18 girls tried out for the 1972-1973 cheerleading. Neenah for seven years, compiling an
said Crai~ Powell, student
Only four three juniors and a freshman, were chosen. They are Jane 80-21-5 record. His teams captured
organizer.
Wilton C~olyn Kerkow, Charlotte Thackeray and Roz Ridosh. Of the conference title 4 years and the
these f~ur three are members of last year's team. The other members state title in 1967. Neenah competes
The first meeting will be 11: 00
of the squ~d were chosen last spring. They are Mary Richardson, Jeanie against the largest schools in the
a.m. TuesdayJ Oct. 10, in Eng. 306.
Gibson, Linda Gerlach, and Carol Paska.
All students who are interested in
state; and is in a conference similar
escaping the "asphalt jungle" and __________________llll!lllm____________________________ to Orlando's Metro.
As head track coach he led the
Neenah team to a runner-up position
in the state in 1967 and a state
championship in 1971. Meixl
compiled a 37-5 record as an
assistant basketball coach at Neenah.
Meixl has coached two high
school all-Americans. Fifteen of his
=
players are now starting at various
colleges in the Mid west.
"I am having difficulty in
=
adjusting to the highly urbanized
area," the new FrU coach said. This
is Meixl's first extended stay in
Florida. He arrived in Orlando in late
=August.
Coach Meixl has not had much
BENMEIXL
time to see Orlando. "I have spent
A Special Subscription Offer
most of my time getting my feet on defense. He describes himself as a
the ground here at the university." f u ndamentaJist, concerned with
Sa~ing you 30
He
saw FTU battle the University of details and their-execution.
of the single-copy price
Ben Meixl is married and has six
Wisconsin (Oshkosh) last year and
28 single copies regularly cost $4.20
met some of the players. Since children. His oldest son, a senior in
arriving at FTU, Meixl has worked high school, is a football star in
closely with players, helping them Wisconsin.
Mebd said that the FrU schedule
with programming, housing and
other individual needs and problems was weJl-balan ce d. "It say~
SUBSCRIBE TODAY!
something for the program thaf
that arise.
"The school (FTU) offers an those types of teams are interested ir
FuTUre Newspaper, P.O. Box 25 000, Orland_o_3_2_8_16_ _ _ _~
appealing and professional playing FTU."
Dear TV Guide:
------~

Naturalists Form
Outing Club

Cheerleacling
Squad Chosen

---

----= ·
--------------------------

--------

=
=

=
=
=

TV GUIDE
ANNOUNCES
3

28 WEEKS $2.94

...._J

D
0

Please send me the 28 issue subscription for $2.94.
I'd like a longer money-saving subscription of 54 issues for
$5.67, at the same 30% special savings rate .
•

Name ___________________________________ _
S tree t
Add re ss __________________________________ _
C i t Y - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - State _________ Zi p ____ _

0

Enclosed find my check for payment in full.

D Please bill the subscription to my:

0 Bankamericard
0 Master Charge
M Credit Card No. is: ________________________ _
For lfa. t r Cl1a11l , pl · al·o h the four
di it i11t •rbanh numb rabotc \our r1am:

D D

=:J D

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
-=
-=

---------------------

WITCHES' COVE
Chick Boutique

Sizes 3-15

Kicky Clothes And Things
NEW SHIPMENT DAILY

Occult Books
Witch craft Supplies
Head good s

Op e n to 9:00 P.M. Fri & Sat.
O t herdays to 6:00 P.M.
Closed Sunday

T T O STUDENTS
DISCO
WITH F. T . U. ID.

Parkwood Plaza - West Colonial
299-5190

Oclober 6..1972

PoTUre
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~

We Have the
~Largest Student Quarters Available Now!
~
No Waiting!
~
--------ALL BRAND NEW
-----------=----------------

I

, ..._
.,.._

'~

~ij I\C1ER~I!J!Y

f\E'f\R!J!MEijm~

--- .
---=
------------

Directly Opposite Main Entrance FTU

.

.

--

.

-5-= 1
EE
--=--

.

Bedroom Furnished

273-2720
PHONE (305)
.
831-1222
Apartment $90 A M~Nrn EAcH PERsoN. sAsrn
ON 2 OCCUPANTS PER APARTMENT

~ ~ 2 Bedroom Furnished Apartment
S

~
,..._

E§

-----·-

.

.

$70

A MONTH EACH PrnsoN. sAsEo
ON 4 OCCUPANTS PER APARTMENT.

§
5
5

~

~

---§
-=
~

E!§

***
**************************
***********
~
*.
SWIMMING
POOL (THE ONLY ONE IN
THE AREA) -~

*
--5
*
§
*
55*
5
~ * CENTRAL HEAT AND AIR CONDITIONING
~
=.---------------------...=
---

5SPECIAL 12 MONTH PLAN
=
5TRASH REMOVAL, SEWER & WATER INCLUDED
5NO LEASES
5- *ALL RENTS DUE IN ADVANCE ON THE 1st
5COIN LAUNDRY & PAY PHONE ON PREMISES
--~

~

--

~

---§
=
~
§

-

THESE APARTMENTS HAVE NO
CONNECTIONS WITH ANY OTHER
BUILDINGS IN THE AREA
FOR RENTALS TALK TO
W. M. LYNCH OWNER/MANAGER

MAIN OFFICE: 12017 SOLON DRIVE, ORLANDO, FLORIDA
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